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MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
SONGEA, Tanzania — Pope
John Paul II decried today the
failure of development in Africa, blaming a thirst for power
and profit for plunging the continent into poverty and injustice.
"How many young people in
Africa are deeply affected by
the lack of hope that overshadows their future," the pope
said on the third day of a 10-day
African tour.

STATE
FORT KNOX, Ky. —
Parents and educators in Fort
Knox hope to make their vision
of a high-tech, family-style
school system a reality soon,
which is intended to better serve
the special needs of military
children.

SPORTS
FRANKLIN, Wis. — Jim
Gallagher rolled in an 8-footer
for par on the first playoff hole
Sunday and won the Greater
Milwaukee Open when Ed
Dougherty and Billy Mayfair
missed putts to tie. Gallagher,
getting his first tour victory, was
the only one of the trio to reach
the green on the par-3 17th.

BUSINESS
PARIS — Members of the
International Energy Agency
agreed to work together to avert
oil shortages from the Persian
Gulf crisis, but they said the
threat to supplies had eased.

FORECAST
Mostly sunny and not so hot
Labor Day. High near 90. Light
wind. Fair and mild Monday
night. Low in the mid-60s. Sunny Tuesday. High again near 90.
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday calls
for unseasonably hot weather
with little or no chance of rain.
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Americans home from Gulf say others hungry, thirsty, tired
By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Americans
freed from the U.S. Embassy in
Kuwait, after weeks as virtual prisoners of Iraqi soldiers outside the
walls, say the comrades they left
behind face mounting hunger, thirst
and weariness.
As the 47 Americans arrived
Sunday, the few who met with

reporters painted a grim picture of
life inside the eight-block compound just across a six-lane highway from a Persian Gulf beach.
Iraq's ambassador to the United
States, Mohamed al-Mashat, who
met the former hostages at
Washington-Dulles International
Airport on Sunday, told them, "I
come to welcome our gests here."
His remarks got a cold shoulder.
"I wasn't a guest," said white-

bearded Lloyd Culbertson, 76, of
El Paso, Texas. "I damned near
starved to death."
Bonnie Anderton of Denver said,
"It is the only hotel I have ever
been a guest in that I don't inted to
leave a tip. We were sleeping on
the floor, there was no water and
no power and we were being eaten
alive by bugs."
Mrs. Anderton was accompanied
by her daughter, Jennifer, 10. who

nervously twirled a red baseball
cap as her mother spoke.
Jennifer's father, Richard Anderton, an engineer, remained behind
in the embassy, where the family
took refuge the day after Iraq's
Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait.
Asked how many remained in
the embassy, Mrs. Anderton said,
"I don't think I should talk about
that."
Iraqi officials cut off power and

water to the embassy after
Washington refused a demand to
close it
Jesse Jackson, the American
civil rights leader who arranged for
more than 100 foreigners to leave
Baghdad and Kuwait City on Saturday, urged the Iraqis to restore
water and power, saying that otherwise he did not believe the ebmas(Cont'd on page 2)

Billington delivers
messages to troops
By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

"I have to call the hospital to
verify a birth or illness, and the
funeral home to verify a death
before the military will let a service man come home," she said.
Billington said she usually handles about five to eight calls a
month, but the Middle East crisis
has caused a flood of calls to ARC
chapters nationwide, including Calloway County.
"When the invasion happened at
the first of the month, I got at least
two calls a day from people cencerned about the Middle Eat crisis," said Billington. "A lot
eople think the Red Cross kno s
more about the situation than they
do. But we get our news from the
media, too. We don't know any
more than anyone else does."
According to the letter, the international Committee of the Red
Cross is still trying to gain access
to the conflict areas in the Persian
Gulf region. The ARC has established contact with the Saudi Arabian Red Crescent Society, which

Because of a flood of calls to
military bases about the Middle
East crisis, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
has requested the American Red
Cross (ARC) send only messages
of births, deaths and critical illnesses to troops in Saudi Arabia,
according to a letter from Corporate Communications to ARC
chapters.
Some 3,000 chapters provide
emergency communication services
to members of the armed forces
when information is needed by military authorities, family members
and service members in matters
such as emergency leaves, births,
deaths, illnesses or health and welfare reports.
Peggy Billington, director of the
Calloway County ARC, said she
delivers messages to military bases
from area family members of service men, adding that the only way
an emergency leave may be
obtained is if the ARC verifies the
situation.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Peggy Billington, director of the Calloway County American Red Cross, provides 24-hour emergenc
y
reporting services to members of the armed forces when information is needed by military authorities,
family and service members in this area. But because of a flood of messages concerning the Middle East
crisis, the Joint Chiefs of Staff has requested ARC chapters send only messages about births, deaths and
critical illnesses to troops in Saudi Arabia.

Former major league pitcher Tommy John to speak at MSU
Pormer New York Yankee pitcher Tommy John, who recovered
from ligament surgery to his pitching elbow to tie a major-league
record for longevity, will deliver a
lecture at Murray State University
on Tuesday evening, Sept. 4.
John, who retired prior to the
1990 season after 26 years at the
major-league level, will speak at 7
p.m. in the ballroom of the Curris

Center. His lecture, sponsored by
the Student Government Association, is open to the public at no
admission charge.
His 26 years tied the Terre
Haute, Ind., lefthander with Hall of
Fame second baseman Eddie Collins and Jim Kaat for most seasons
in the major leaguers. He was 46
years of age in his final season in
1989.

He pitched 14 years after undergoing the surgery in September
1974 and spending a year and a
half on the disabled list. His
orthopedic surgeon, the noted Dr.
Frank Jobe, had told John he probably would never pitch again.
A ruptured ligament sidelined
John in July 1974. In September, a
tendon from his right forearm was
removed and used in the recon-

Labor Day, really

struction of his left elbow, the first
operation of its kind on an athlete.
Besides the Yankess, John
pitched for the Los Angeles Dodgers, Chicago White Sox, California Angels, Oakland A's and
Cleveland Indians. He had a career
record of 288 wins and 231 losses,
with 46 shutouts and an earned-run
average of 3.34. John started 700
games and pitched in 760, both sta-

COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
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Gary Casper, left and Harold Stockton, construction workers for J.R. Harris Construction Company,
work at the site of the new SuperAmerica on the corner of Coldwater and College Farm Roads. The 3,000
square-foot convenience store will have 16 gas pumps. Construction superviser Joe Ray said the store is
scheduled to open Oct. 25.

tistics tying him for fifth in majorleague history.
In addition to his autobiography,
titled "The Tommy John Story," he
is a co-author with his wife of "The
Tommy John and Sally Story: Our
Life in Baseball," a story of a near
tragedy when their 2-year-old son
(Cont'd on page 2)

Growers' association
looking at moving
By MARK

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular oMce hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

50-CENTS

Clark confirmed, however, that
the association has .400ked at a
5-acre tract of property near the
site of the new Schwan Sales
Enterprises distribution dock to be
built on land recently purchased
from the .city on N. 4th Street.
Clark said the consolidation may
be necessary due to decreasing
amounts of pool tobacco — that
which is not purchased by buyers
at tobacco floors — which the
association stores and markets for
area dark-fired tobacco farmers.
"In the beginning, the association had large stocks of pool tobacco — all of our buildings were
full," Clark said. "Now, because of
new cost programs for tobacco farmers, those stocks are steadily
decreasing. We no longer anticipate
a need for that much space."
The association hopes to purchase a suitable tract of land on
which they can build one warehouse which would take care of
their pool tobacco as well as their
office space needs, Clark said.

The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, which
owns several Murray warehouses
used for tobacco sales and storage,
is looking to consolidate its resources in a move that may involve a
deal with the city.
Although nothing has been finalized, the association has examined
the possibility of purchasing a tract
of land owned by the city near Bet
Creek on N. 4th Street, according
to association director Will Ed
Clark.
The move would involve the
selling of three warehouses and
two Quonset buildings currently
owned by the association off Poplar Street and possibly its headquarters building located downtown on Maple Street, Clark said.
Clark stressed, however, that any
future consolidation of the association is "in the planning stage" and
no negotiations with the city or any
other landowner has been
completed.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Head of state chamber wants
special session to be delayed
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The for a special session," Dorman
riead of the Kentucky Chamber of said.
Dorman noted that Wilkinson
Commerce has asked Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson to delay until January a had appointed a group of Universiplanned special legislative session ty of Kentucky experts to come up
with recommendations on the handon the environment.
In an Aug. 17 letter to Wilkin- ling of solid waste. "The UK
son, Nelda Barton said more prepa- report should be ready next week
ration time was needed for a ses- and made public after the governor
sion on such a complex issue that has had time to study it," he said.
would have far-reaching effects.
Dorman said the governor also
Ms. Barton is board chairman of wanted the special session to
the 36,000-member Chamber.
include tougher drunken-driving
She also said the state Depart- provisions. "Right now, those are
ment for Environmental Protection the only two issues under considerneeded time to begin enforcing ation," he said.
legislation enacted by the 1990
Several legislators agreed with
General Assembly and hire the
Ms.
Barton, but for different
provided
workers
197
additional
reasons.
for by _this year's legislature.
—TD-Covington,
Wilkinson was in Spain this •. Sen. Joe Mever
said
he
thought
the
governor .was
developeconomic
weekend on an
ment trip and could not be reached aiming for a special session before
. the Nov. 6 general election because
for comment.
he "wants to interfere with the reliailegislative
The governor's
son, Tom Dorman, said he wanted election efforts of legislators."
to talk to the governor before Meyer is unopposed for re-election.
"The session should be after
responding to the chamber's letter.
"I can only say that the last time Election Day," agreed Rep. Louis
1 checked with the governor, he D. Johnson, D-Owensboro, who is
said the state should act quickly on being challenged by Republican
out-of-state garbage and landfill Ron Roark. "I think people have
problems, and that he was looking the right to have their candidates at
at late September or early October home during a campaign."

MATTRESS
Twin As Low As
$499
5
'69.95

Full
ea pc in sets

In sets

139.95

Queen
ea pc in sets

A

Purdom Furniture
202 So. 5th

Visa-MC-Discover-Layaway

753-4872

rii-oy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

This Week's Special.
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
Special Ooadthru Sept. 7

Saturday Only
Bar-B-0 Plate & Med. Drink
Includes: Bar-B-0 Fries, $395
Baked Beans, Slaw
& Toasted Bun

PP Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good rood.
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
hi Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045 gi

Killing A Business
In Ten Easy Steps
1. Don't advertise! Just pretend everybody knows what
you have to offer.
2. Don't advertise! Tell yourself you just don't have time
to spend thinking about promoting your business.

3. Don't advertise! Just assume everybody knows what you
sell.
4. Don't advertise! Convince yourself that you've been in
business so long customers will automatically come to you.
5. Don't advertise! Forget that there are new potential
customers who would do business with you if they were
reminded and urged to do so.

3, 1990

A cut above

Americans...
(Cont'd from page 1)
sy could hold outm ore than a few
days.
"He doesn't know us," said
Mrs. Anderton. ."We'll make it. 1
think they'll stay as long as they
have to."
D. Michael Cheers, a free-lance
photojournalist who accompanied
Jackson, said the Americans in the
embassy were boiling water from
the swimming pool for drinking
and breaking up furniture to burn
in wood stoves.
A U.S. official said 24 women,
11 men and 12 children arrived
Sunday but declined to identify
them, citing privacy laws. About a
third of the women were reported
to be pregnant. The State Department said about 1,000 Americans
remain in Kuwait, and about 500
are in Iraq.
Among the men was Edward
Johnson, 62, a vice president in the
St. Louis office of Fasco Industries, which makes electric motors.
"We don't want to leave the
embassy," he said. "It's American
ground."
Cheers said the men who were
allowed to return after Iraqi President Saddam Hussein announced
he would free women and children
were chosen because of medical
problems.
Johnson, a diabetic, said he took
refuge at the embassy Aug. 17 on
the advice of an embassy official.
Culbertson, who taught electronics
to the Kuwaiti miilitary,..had been
in the embassy since Aug. 10.
Of the Americans aboard the
green Iraqi jumbo jet who had been
held in Baghdad, only one spoke to
reporters. She gave a markedly different picture of her captivity than
those from Kuwait City.
"I have had an enjoyable time,"
said Beth Krekeler of St. Louis, a
former English teacher in Baghdad.
"I have had a cross-cultural
experience."
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John Quick, of Cunningham, Tenn., demonstrates old-fashioned furniture making through the use of his
hand-made cutting bench. Quick's demonstration was part of the Kentucky's Western VVaterland Arts
and Crafts Festival which ends today at the Fenton Lake Access Area in TVA's Land Between the Lakes
located off U.S. 68 east of the Eggners Ferry Bridge.
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Earthquake probability has faulty base, says
panel of specialists looking into prediction

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A Browning, a climatologist who
national panel of earthquake spe- bases his figures on the cyclical
cialists will look into the possibili- forces of tides and gravity.
He is credited with accurately
ty of a December temblor in the
central United States, though critics projecting a high probability for
last fall's earthquake at San Frandiscount a report one is likely.
The review by the National cisco as well as for the 1986 quake
Earthquake Prediction Evaluation in Mexico City.
For 48 hours before and after
Council (NEPEC) is expected at a
fall meeting of the panel, said Ran- Dec. 3, tidal forces will be particudall Updike of the U.S. Geological larly strong around the world
between the latitudes of 30 and 60
Survey.
The earthquake projection for degrees north, Browning says.
He sets a 50 percent probability
early December appears to lack the
(Coned from page 1)
scientific foundation the panel gen- during that time for a New Madrid
Travis fell from a third floor win- erally requires, but a review is war- quake registering 7.0 on the Richdow in 1981.
ranted because of the public fears it ter scale.
Their book tells how their has aroused, Updike said.
He projects a less than 50 perChristian faith sustained them
"You don't want to go out cent possibility for such a quake on
through the ordeal of the accident, grasping at smoke. You want to the San Andreas or Haywood faults
their son's month-long stay in the address something that is real, a in California and a higher than 50
hospital and eventually his full body of evidence that can be exa- percent chance of an 8.2 temblor in
recovery.
mined," he said from his office in Tokyo.
Browning says volcanic activity
Reston, Va.
For months, talk of a pending also is likely in the United States
quake has spread across the region and Italy during the.,Dec. 3 period.
A resident of Sandia Park, N.M.,
of the New Madrid Fault, a geologBrowning
publishes a private
ical
formation
from
southern
Illi(Cont'd from page 1)
newsletter to advise business
nois
to
northern
Arkansas.
"It would be much more eco•
Schools have announced plans to 'clients on the climate.
nomical to be in one place," Clark
"The closest you can translate
cancel
classes
in
early
December
said.
and National Guard drills are probability into English is 'mayThat consolidation, however,
be,— he said last month in New
scheduled.
will hinge largely on what type of
Earthquake specialists at Mem- Mexico.
price the association's property
phis State University and Si Louis
His projections have sparked one
will bring, Clark said.
University
they
Arkansas
school district to cancel
say
put
little
faith
"We have a lot of loose ends to
in
the
classes
for
Dec. 3, and educators in
earthquake
projection.
Lie up before we can commit
Their
message,
Fulton,
Ky.,
have discussed a simithough
less
than
ourselves to anything," Clark said.
lar move.
—
comforting,
is
clear:
A
New
Mad"We don't have to sell any of it but
The National Guard in Missouri
rid quake is going to happen one
we will sell it if the price is right."
day, but it is just as likely next and Arkansas plan earthquake drills
week or next year as in December.
No one can anticipate the date of
an earthquake, said Arch Johnston, Water patrol searching for
director of Memphis State's Center
possible drowning victim
for Earthquake Research and
(Cont'd from page 1)
Recovery efforts by The Kenhas offered its assistance during Information.
The time and place for NEPEC's tucky Water Patrol and the Lyon
U.S. operations in the kingdom.
Billington said the number of fall meeting has not been set, but County Disaster and Emergency
Services are still being conducted
calls here have decreased as the the panel's report will be finished
for the body of a Bowling Green
crisis continues, but stressed that prior to December, Updike said.
"There is absolutely no sense on
man who allegedly drowned in the
the ARC acts as a support
the part of NEPEC that we have to Pisgah Bay Quarry on Kentucky
organization.
"When people call concerned meet in emergency session," he Lake Saturday.
about the crisis, there's not a lot I said. The panel is an advisory
Michael Welch, 20, was diving-,
off limestone cliffs into the water
can do but reassure them that if board to the Geological Survey.
Concerns over a December
with eight companions at 6:30 p.m.
anything is seriously wrong, the
when witnesses said he dived in
military will notify them directly." quake stem from the work of Iben
chest first and disappeared below
the surface.
The Kentucky Water Patrol is
ALL PROCED
investigating the incident, accordLESS THAN
ing to reports from the Kentucky
State Police.

Tommy John...

Association...

Billington...

DIAMOND
FASHION
RINGS 140

7. Don't advertise! Tell yourself it costs too much to advertise and that you don't get enough out of it.
10 DIAMONDS

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

COIN REPLICA

939

$139

$139

in early December.
Private conversations around
Memphis often include' earthquake
talk.
Vows to leave town in early
December are common, as are
boasts to stick it out and queries on
which would be the wiser course.
Johnston said Browning's
attempt to link temblors and tides
is not new.
"This is not a useful endeavor,"
Johnston said. "Earthquakes are
caused by internal processes within
the earth, not by earth-tidal
forces."
Scientists at Johnston's center
put the probability of a -damaging
New Madrid quake at upr.to 60, per-.
cent over a l5-'ear period. Over a
50-year period, ,the probabilities
climb to better than 95 percent.
Those figures are for a tembler
registering 6.3 on the Richter' scale.
a serious quake•but one less than
catastrophic, Johnston said:. "A 6.3 has to be pretty close to
an urban area to do a great deal of
•damage," he said.
For a 7,6 quake, a considerably
more damaging affair. Johnston
probabilities range to about 10 over
lr'years and 30 percent over 50
years.

Benton man faces
rape-charge'after
long inVestigation
A Benton man has been arrested
and charged in connection with.the -.rape of a Murray woman on June. 22, according to a report from the
Murray Police. Department.
Michael L. Humphrey, 35,of Rt.
3, Benton, was arrested at his
Sunday night around 7:24 p.m. by
Marshall County Sheriff Deputies,
wirh assistance,. from a Murray
Police detective, anti charged with
third degree rape after a threl:- month investigation into the il)C1dent, according' to police.
Humphrey also faces '1-Separate
charge for failing to appear in Lyon
County, Kentucky, earlier this year, police said. Humphrey wag' transported to
Murray and lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. Bond has been set at
$5,000 cash.

cefuitzhiagttneitai9e04.

6. Don't advertise! Forget that you have competition trying to attract your customers away from you.

8. Don't advertise! Overlook the fact that advertising is
an investment in selling — not an expense.

.•

For Pre-Planning we offer free consultations with no
obligation. Three Pre-Need plans to meet all needs.
FREE My Specific Request" book with each consultation.
Service Prices Available by Phone
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners
753-2411

201 So. 3rd St.

9. Don't advertise! Be sure not to provide an adequate
advertising budget for your business.

fr

10. Don't advertise! Forget that you have to keep reminding your established customers that you appreciate their

WIDE BAND
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DIAMOND
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business.
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$99

"Th. Diamond Price Leader"
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MARQUISE CLUSaftR

1001 Whitnell Ave. — 753-1916
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kit for a bin that includes all the
parts and plans necessary. First of
all, it is easier. These manufacturers have already thought through
the problems of drainage, insulation, ease of getting to the cornposted material, etc. -Secondly,
most of the designs or kits have
some sort of cover that helps keep
pests like birds and neighborhood
dogs out of the bins, and serves as
a protective cover from excessive
sun, wind or rain.
Some things to look for when
considering a bin to purchase:
The stuff at the bottom rots first.
That may seem obvious to you, but
consider how easy it will be to get
it out in the Spring. Does the bin
design you are considering have
easy access to the organic material
at the bottom of the pile? Does it
open on one side so you can shovel
it out at the bottom? Does it have a
partially open bottom that stands
above the ground, so that humus
settles out at the bottom? AT least
one source that purchased this latter kind of bin found that the
weight of the material on the top of
the heap compacted the good stuff
at the bottom, and retrieving the
humus at the bottom was almost
impossible. It didn't just "fall" out,
nor could it be shaken out. It just
compacted. Containers that open on
one side are easier to deal with.
Composting is speeded up by
turning the pile every couple of
weeks. Do you want to do that?
How easy will it be to get into the
compost in the bin you are considering and turn it? Can you remove
a side, or open the bin up fairly
wide? Some bin designs, especially
some that come in kits, are actually
built in three layers. So the cornposter does not "turn" the material.
He or she just transfers the good
stuff from one bin to the other as it
decomposes. When the final bin is
full-, the material is' ready for use.
We ‘n5ed to add here that some
_ composters don't turn their piles.
Organic material rots pretty easily,
and if you are in no hurry, time
will'take care of the good humus
on the bottom of the pile for you.
Turning the pile simply adds oxygen and redistributes the bacteria

nn OVER FACTORYINVOICE!
1990 Chrysler

0% APR

and moisture to speed up the process. All good guides to composting will provide you with additional information on turning your
composi
Composting works best with
adequate ventilation. Does the
design you are considering offer
ventilation to the whole pile or are
you going to have to turn or shift
the material around occasionally to
keep it going? Some designs
include removeable rods or perforated cylinders that help provide
oxygen to the whole pile. If the bin
design does not include such, there
are other ways of ventilating a
compost heap. Layers of coarse
vegetable material, like prunings
from your shrubs, brushwood, cabbage stalks and other garden
residue in the pile help. Some cornposters make a "brushwood chimney" right in the middle of the pile
to allow oxygen to reach the bottom. Just sinking air shafts into the
pile occasionally with a dowel rod,
crowbar, or handle of your rake is
usually good enough.
Once again, don't start thinking
that this is too complicated. A
simple bin made out of an old garbage can, perforated with several
holes to maintain ventilation and
drainage, works. We want to
emphasize that starting a compost
pile is not that difficult. Locate a
good, sheltered place and begin
keeping your lawn clippings and
prunings there for re-use.
In this article we have emphasized three things to consider when
pruchasing a compost bin. In the
next article, we will look at simple
homemade structures that work
well and how to make them.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
3.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed Ultra Drive
Transmission
6 Way Power Seats Front
Automatic Temp. Control
Power Deck Lid Release
Infinity Stereo w/Cassette
Power Windows - Locks Mirrors ,
Tilt/Cruise
Automatic Load Leveling
Suspension
Leather Wrapped Steering
Wheel
Drivers Air Bag
Padded Landau Roof
Too Much to List!
Whatever rt takes,
we want to be your car truck company"

American Heart
Association

1,000.00
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5 Year/50,000 Mile
NO DEDUCTABLE
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2400 East Wood Street
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Your Price

Paris, TN
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Beginning October 1, 1990, our subscription rates will increase. From now and up until
October 1, you can renew your subscription at the old rates listed below. You may renew for 6
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Example:

Area Recycling Committee
This is the third in a series of
articles on composting. In the first
two articles we looked at ways to
use grass clippings from your lawn,
and where to locate a compost
heap. In this and the next article,
we want to look at types of structures or containers for composting.
In the final articles, we will try to
point out places to obtain composting material (other than your own
home), and how to take care of the
compost so that it decomposes
quickly and completely.
In the process of selecting a site
for a compost heap, you may also
have been thinking about what kind
of container to use: an enclosed bin
or an open structure. Some cornpostercdo not use bins. They compost in unenclosed piles or in
simple open structures. These cornposter tend to be those that do not
use structures. These composters
tend to be those that do not rush
for composted humus. In other
words, if you wish to include vegetable matter (which is what draws
scavenging animals) and if you
want the material to rot evenly and
quickly, you may want to consider
a more enclosed container like a
bin. The temperature of a compost
heap is most affected by the cooling temperature of wind, and obviously by winter. Since a small
compost heap needs to be approximately 1 cubic yard to retain sufficient heat to rot evenly and quickly, small-scale composters that
really want their stuff to "cook"
might consider buying or building
bins.
In mentioning types of containers—that can be bought, we in the
Recyclying Committee run the risk
of leaving out some type that you
may -find most convenient. So, to
avoid that, we want to first of all
say that we have contacted as many
of the local home and garden suppliers in the area that we could
think of to encourage their support.
We have their assurances that they
arc, presently stocking or can obtain
for you- compost bins for your use.
Call them for information! Stop by
and look at their stock.
,There are advantages to purchase
ing a bin already constructed, OR a
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PERSPECTIVE
Saddam, you're
no Mister Rogers
RQYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko
The experts say that saving face
is very important to Arabs, and we
should consider that in our dealings
with Saddam Hussein. they say his
need to appear strong, fearless and
proud makes him even more
dangerous when cornered and
isolated.
I can understand that, although,
"saving face" isn't a major element
in American culture. When insulted
or offended, we tend to hire
lawyers and file lawsuits and seek
damages. To heck with face — we
grab for the cash.
We even fund countless local
and federal agencies that listen to
people Who believe someone has
insulted them. A man who might
thoughtlessly say, "Hi, Cupcake" to
a female employee could end up
groveling before the Federal
Bureau of Sexist, Racist, Ethnic
and Generic Investigations.
We're also a society of political
negotiations, conciliation and dealcutting, which Hussein doesn't
have to bother with. Inste,ad of cutting a deal, he cuts a throat. Saves
a lot of talking.
Nevertheless, we should be sensitive to the ways of others, espe-cially if it might help avert the
bombs, firing of mis-dropping
siles, squirting of poison gas and
getting a lot of people killed over
the rising price of a fillup.
But if Saddam is really interested in saving face and looking
proud, strong, fearless and all that
other macho stuff, he's going about
it in an odd way.
I'm referring to his recent TV
performances as a sort of
demented, blood-thirsty Mister
Rogers.
If you've raised children in
recent decades, you know that Mister Rogers is a kindly, thoughtful,
,decent man who slips on sneakers
and a cardigan sweater and invits
children to be his friend and to visit his fictional neighborhood.
He chats with kids, tries to raise
their self-esteem and combines fun
with education.
Because Saddam has a satellite
dish that picks up all of our TV
shows, I'm convinced that he has
seen "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood" and may have been inspired
by it.
As you've probably seen, Saddam has recently been doing shows
that could be called "Saddam Hussein's Neighborhood."
He gathers -little American and
English children around him,
beams at them, pats their heads and
chats. with them through an
interpreter.

of

If you didn't know what he was
Saying, you might think: "What a
nice man. My, he obviously like
little children.'
Unfortunately, he is not telling
them why bunny rabbits brush their
teeth morning and night.
No, he is telling them that as
much as he regrets it, if worst comes to worst, the little tykes just
might have to die. And if they
don't have to die, they might have
to go hungry.
Of course, he's not doing this
just to scare the wits out of those
kids. He's letting President Bush
and the rest of the us know that if
we bomb his military installations_
oil wells or poison gas factories,
our bombs will also be blowing
those little human shields to bits.
It's a shrewd move, since most
Americans cringe at the thought of
children being destroyed. And
there is a certain warped logic in
Saddam's threats. He's saying, ‘in
effect, that if American bombs fall,
Iraqi children will surely die. So if
Iraqi children must die, why not
Americans? Are his children's lives
of lesser value?
Of course they aren't. Children,
American or Arab, white, black,
Asian, are the most wonderful, precious creatures on Earth. I believe
that. Most of you believe that.
But I'm not sure about Saddam
Hussein. If he believes that children are lovely, why did he order
poison gas used on his nation's
own Kurdish children? Doesn't‘he
think Kurdish kids are likable?

Miierray

Heard's shot round the world
The Aug. 23 issue of the New
York Times carried a column by a
professor of economics at the Univeristy of Wisconsin. Alex Molnar
said he would never forgive President Bush if Molnar's Marine son
died in combat in Saudi Arabia
where he was recently ordered.
Molnar also questioned President
Bush's decision to intervene in the
region, suggesting he is about to
waste American lives just to preserve "cheap gas."
This did not sit well with a
retired Marine, David Heard, of
Manassas, Va., who served during
the Korean and Vietnam wars and
who has two sons, one a Marine
and the other a sailor, serving in
the Persian Gulf region. A daughter
and her husband are also active
military, and they have received
their orders to report to stations in
Europe in support of American
operations in the Middle East_
Heard, who describes himself as
a "super patriot," tells me, "Like
any other parent, I had hoped that
none of my children would have to
fight in a war, but if they have to
fight, there is no better way to die
than in fighting for your country."

CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas
Heard rejects Molnar's contention that the only reason American
forces are in Saudi Arabia is
because of oil.
"We sense another leader, like
Hitler, who has military and political power dreams to take over the
world and dictate what will happen, with no regard for life," he
says.
Heard believes those assigned to
the Persian Gulf region need to
know their country is behind them.
So he and his wife, Gean, have
started "Operation Something From
Home." It is their version of a
"CARE package" service for which
they are raisng money and accepting donated non-perishables to ship
to the troops.
"They'll perform a lot better

In his op-ed criticism Of "Born
Again Isolationists," Irving Kristol
writes: "The balance of power in
the Middle East is as critical for
the United States as the European
balance of power was for Britain
throughout the 19th century — and
So I don't understand Saddam's it didn't matter if the balance was
approach to saving face by threatened by Napoleon or the
threatening children with death or Kaiser's Germany."
hunger. That's macho, bold and
The father of neo-conservatism
strong? In our imperfect society, echoes Henry Kissinger, who sees
those who abuse children are con- America as successor to Great Brisidered the lowest of the low. tain in upholding a new world
When they are imprisoned, they order. Both scholars leave undissometimes have to be isolated from cuhed the critical question: Where
the other inmates because some did the balance-of-power game get
self-respecting bank robber or thief the British Empire?
might stick them with a shiv.
In 1914, that mighty empire, at
Yet, Saddam is said to be viewed its peak of power and prestige, was
as a hero by Arabs in his own challenged by Germany in the ruthcountry and in others. That's a puz- less but peaceful competition of
zler, and I would genuinely appre- industry and trade. Since Bisciate it if some Arab scholar would marck's victory over Napoleon III
drop me a letter explaining the her- in 1871, Berlin had become dominoic nature of threatening children ant on the continent; her margin of
with death. And smiling while he power was growing. Hence, Britain
sough a way to cut her down.
does it.
It came in 1914, when gunmen
In one of his recent outbursts, in a Serbian conspiracy — in
saddam said he would like to go on which Belgrade was complicit —
worldwide TV and debate President murdered the heir to Austria's
Bush and Prime Minister Thatcher. throne. Given a "blank check" by
I have a better idea. Saddam Berlin, Austria went to war. Russia
should debate Mister Rogers mobilized to defend her Slavic
instead. It would be devastating brothers; the stunned Kaiser backwhen the mild-mannered fellow in tracked, begging the czar to rescind
a cardigan looked him straight in his order. The czar, however, was
the eye and said: "Welcome to my persuaded not to. So, Germany
neighborhood. Why do you want to declared war, demanding that
kill children?"
France remain neutral. But, France
What's he going to say: "To'3ave mobilized. So, Germany declared
war and swept through the Low
face"? If that's saving face, he
Countries, to deal with the French
ought to buy a Halloween mask. army
before the Russian "steamroller" could enter East Prussia.
German Chancellor Theobald
von Bethmann-Hollweg desperately

FROM PAT'SIn
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan

The rating of CPS (Certified
Professional Secretary) has been
awarded to Joanne Cohoon, 1517
Oxford Dr., Murray.
In high school football games,
Murray High School lost to Russellville and Calloway County
High School lost to Union County.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Stassen Arnold, July
28.
Twenty years ago
Enrollments in the various
school systems are 1,882 students
in Murray City Schools, according
to Supt. Fred Schultz; 2,586 students in Calloway County Schools,
according to Charlie Lassiter,
director of pupil personnel; and
216 students for six grades only at
Murray University School, according to Vernon Shown, director.
Janet Usrey, daughter of MT. and
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, won a blue ribbon for her skirt and blouse, and
Melanie Norwood, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood, won a
red ribbon for her demonstration on
"Cornmeal Muffins" in 4-H Division of Kentucky State Fair at
Louisville.

-

wanted to keep Britain out. But,
searching for a casas-belli, Britain
found it in an 1839 treaty whereby
she had guaranteed Belgium's
neutrality. Britain went to war, the
chancellor said, "just for a scrap of
paper."
After four years of horror; Germany surrendered to Wilson's magnanimous 14 Points. But, a greedy
and vengeful Prime Minister Lloyd
George took his balance-of-power
mindset to Versailles; with a likeminded Clemenceau, he wrote the
treaty that would finish Germany
for good.
She was stripped of her colonies
and the Saar basin, cut in two by a
Polish corridor. She lost Danzig,
was looted of her machinery, factories, rolling stock and merchant
ships, forced to pay an astronomical sum in reparations. Germanspeaking provinces like the south
Tyrol, and Sudetenland were torn
away, parceled out to other nations.
As a British blockade starved the
defeated people, German envoys
,were forced to admit total guilt for
starting the war. An historic lie. A
disgusted John Maynard Keynes
left Paris saying this was not peace,
but a truce for 20 years.
Thus did balance-of-power politics sow the seeds of a second
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
6-8-6. Lotto: 5-6-13-20-32-35.
Estimated jackpot: $1.25
million.
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash: 3-9-5.
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world war. When the demonic Hitler came to power, he had vast support for rectifying the crimes of
Versailles; and the British and
French were paralyzed from acting
by both fear and guilt, i.e. their
realization of the injustices done to
Germany in the Hall of Mirrors.
Britain's balance-of-power policy finally bore its fruit in 1945.
Germany was now a corpse, burnt
beyond recognition, her eastern
provinces ripped away by Bolsheviks. Buti, across her prostrate body
lay bleeding and exhausted Britain.
Her 30 years' war had killed Germany, but also robbed Britain of
empire, financial power, two generations of her finest young men,
and, her place in the world.
As Hamlet ended with the
wicked king dead, the hero dying
and young Fortinbras arriving to
take charge of affairs, World War
II ended with Britain's role passing
to the United States."We killed the
wrong pig," Churchill is said tO
have muttered, as he watched Stalin, Hitler's partner, swallow half
of Europe.
"Both wars were fought,"
George Kennan wrote in 1950,
"really with a view to changing
Germany: to correcting her behavior, to making the Germans something different from what they
were. Yet, today, if one were
offered the chance of having back
again the Germany of 1913 — a
Germany run by conservative but
relatively moderate people, no
Nazis and no Communists, a vigorous Germany, unified and-unoccupied, full of energy and confidence,
able tO play a part again in the
balancing-off of Russian power in

Europe — well.., it wouldn't sound
so bad in comparison with our
problem of today... We can only
assume some great miscalculations
must have been made somewhere."
"Some great miscalculations
must have been made somewhere."
While impossible not to admire
British gallantry and greatness in
two world wars, one must also ask:
What defense can be made of
statesmen who brought their nation
from so lofty a peak in 1914 to
such ruin in 1945? Was it worth it,
to cut the Kaiser down?
Now, America is being tempted
to play the great global game. This
week's Economist concedes that
digging Saddam Hussein out of
Kuwait and his Baghdad bunker
could require a million troops; but,
adds, if that is the price of victory.
"Mr. Bush must go to war."
"The civilized world must win
this fight," the editors thunder. But,
if it comes to war, it will not be the
"civilized world" humping up that
bloody road to Baghdad; it will be
American kids with named like
McAllister, Murphy, Gonzales and
Leroy Brown.
Because isolationists kept us out -of World War I until 1917, our losses were 110,000, beside millions
of European dead. Because America Firsters kept up out of World
War II until Pearl Harbor, we
emerged with the fewest war dead,
the greatest fruits of victory.
As Great Britain recedes today
into a lesser province of a new
socialist Europe run from Brussels
and Strasbourg, what is it that so
commends the foreign policy that
brought them there?
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By JO BURKEEN
Thirty years ago
Murray Civitan Club has purchased a lot on South 16th Street
where a school for retarded children of Murray and Calloway County will be constructed.
Twelve Saturday and night classes have been scheduled for the fall
semester at Murray State College,
according to Dean William G.
Nash.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Harrell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hancel Bonds, a boy to
-141: and Mrs. Joe T. McKendree, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tucker
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Barrow.
Forty years ago
Barkley Jones, state representative for Calloway County, spoke
about "Let's Take Inventory" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
"Audrey Simmons, down at
Murray Livestock Company bought
the entire bunch of 30 hogs that
4-H and FFA boys had raised.
Gave them one cent over top price
of $24 a hundred. One cent does
not sound like rmich, but it mounts
up when you have 6,845 pounds of
hogs," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Miss Annette Morehead and
Edwin G. Schmidt were married
Aug. 26 at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Estell Morehead,
Mayfield.

knowing the country is behind back to the founding of the Marthem and that no rotten vegetables - ines in 1775.
"I told him he is a Marine and
will be thrown at them when they
the Marines have never been
return home," he says.
Among the items being collected beaten. Marines don't run. We
are beef jerky, peanut butter, gra- stand and fight. If he does fall, we
nola bars, dried fruit, prepackaged don't leave our dead on the battlecheese crackers and "good old field. So be proud, and more than
American toilet paper."
anything else, remember that I love
So far, it is literally a mom-and- you."
"I have no doubt that the boy
pop operation, but Heard says he
has been hearing from people all will do his job," he tells me.
As for Molnar, Heard says, "He
over the country since a local
newspaper wrote about it, and word doesn't have the same sense of patof mouth took it from there. His riotic values I do or he is irrational.
goal is ambitious: to make sure I wasn't raised that way. I've been
everyone gets something from a flag waver all my life."
home. Already, he says hundreds
Heard and his wife may be on to
of volunteers have offered to pack something with their "Operation
boxes and help mail them.
Something From Home. If it
The Heards are accepting dona- catches on, it could pre-empt the
tions and gifts at P.O. Box 264, anti-war radicals who look for any
Manassas, Va. 22110. They prom- opportunity to denigrate the miliise "every penny and every gift tary and second-guess the
will go directly to the soldiers, sail- president.
ors and Marines" with not adminiWhen people speak of "no more
strative overhead.
Vietnams," that ought to include
Like Molnar in Wisconsin, not only the resolve to finish whoHeard had a recent conversation ever starts a fight, but to make sure
with his own Marine son, David, that those who have placed their
who he says is the 40th Marine lives in jeopardy can feel that the
member of his family, stretching country is on their side.

Balance ofpower politics

LOOKING fIACK
Ten years ago
A reception for lumni scholarship winners, a "poster night"
observance, and the Racers' Band
initial performance of the season
highlight the planned activities for
Murray State University's first
football game of the season with
Southeast Missouri on Sept. 6.

ger & Times

Today In History
Today is Monday, Sept. 3, the 246th day of 1990. There are 119 days
left in the year. This is Labor Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 3, 1783, the Treaty of Paris between the United States and
Great Britain officially ended the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1189, England's King Richard I (the Lion-Hearted) was crowned in
Westminster.
In 1658, Oliver Cromwell, the Lord Protector of England, died.
In 1939, Britain and France declar‘war on Germany, two days after
the Nazi invasion of Poland.
In 1940, 50 years ago, Artie Shaw and his Gramercy Five recorded
"Summit Ridge Drive," "Special Delivery Stomp," "Keepin' Myself
for You" and "Cross Your Heart" for RCA Victor in Hollywood.
,
In 1943, Allied forces invaded Italy in World War II.
In 1951, the television soap opera "Search for tomorrow" made its
debut on CBS.
In 1967, Nguyen Van Thieu was elected president of South Vietnam
under a new constitution.
In 1967, motorists in Sweden began driving on the right-hand side of
the road.
Ten years ago: Most workers in Poland who had gone on strike were
reported back on the job after major concessions by the government,
including the right to form independent trade unions.
Five years ago: The space shuttle Discovery landed at Edwards Air
Force Base in California, ending a seven-day mission that included the
retrieval, repair and redeployment of a malfunctioning satellite.
One year ago: The United States began shipping a $65 million package
of military aircraft and weapons to help Colombia fight its war against
drug lords.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Kitty Carlisle Hart is 76. Cartoonist Mort
Walker is 67. Actress Anne Jackson is 64. Actress Irene Papas is 64.
Time magazine contributing editor Hugh Sidey is 63. Actress Eileen
Brennan is 55. Actress Pauline Collins is 50. Beach Boy Al Jardine is 48.
Actress Valerie Pen-inc is 47. Actor Charlie Sheen is 25.
Thought for Today: "Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital.
Capital is only the fruit of labor, and could never have existed if labor had
not first existed. Labor is the superior of capital, and deserves much the
higher consideration." — Abraham Lincoln, U.S. president (1809-1865).
— By The Associated Press
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Monday September 3, 1990
Labor Day was first observed 108
years ago in honor of those who
created our goods 'and services.
We join again in honoring those
workers who have helped build
our nation's economy.
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Anniversaly reception planned Sunday
Monday, Sept. 3
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Monday, Sept. 3
Murray Lodge 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Tuesday, Sept. 4
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at University Church
of Christ. For information call
753-7046.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic
Health Express of MurrayChurch.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank of Hazel from 8:30 to
Bible study (nondenominational) 11 a.m. and at Johnny Lee's Grocwill be at 7 p.m. at New Life ery at Whitlock, Tenn., from l2:30
Christian Center, north side of to 2:30 p.m.
court square in downtown Murray.
Senior citizens' activities will be
Parents Anonymous will meet at a potluck at 10 a.m. at Dexter Cen6 p.m. For information call ter; from 10 to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
753-0082.
Willis Centers; and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of.
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross chapter house,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Searching for answers to all
those who: whativiihere questions
about your new city"
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative it's rfiv job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable businesS in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Bargain Matinee's
Sat & Sun Only
Adult $300 Child $25°

•
• Rent ,sour movieseat the movies!
. 1008 Chestnut • 753-3311
.

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingebory lt•ny 492 8348

Open 11:am to 10:pm

JO-AN'S

varieties

On the square • 753-9569

—SCHOOL DAY SAVINGS—

Ladies' & Juniors
Jeans

& Juniors
Denim Jackets & Shorts

1/2 Price
s6.99 Bargain Racks — Skirts, Blouses & Slacks
Summer Clearance Sale Continues
Up to 70% Off
Cour Bast To Youl

Perfect Ten
SALE

DEL MAR.

25th
Zt
T

% Of Nouvelle Metal !Minds
45% Off Micro Blinds
45% Off Woven Woods
45% Off Duetle Shades
20% Off Too Ifeottnents

45% Off Touchglide Vertical Blinds
50% Off Sofflighlw Pleated Shades
40% Off Sandblasied Wood Blinds
40% Off aassicpe & Desigie Wood Blinds
60% Off Grande Classiaue Metal Blinds

TERRY'S DECORATING
Southstde Shopping Center

753-3321

Tuesday, Sept. 4
Community Improvement Volunteers will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce office. This is ope to
all interested persons.
First United Methodist Church
Women will have a potluck at 6
p.m. in social hall of church.
Murray Calloway County Swim
Team will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Couty Public Library.
Medical Explorer Post 803 will
have its annual first fighter at 6:30
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray High School Soccer
teams will host Calloway County
High School with girls at 3:30
p.m., Boys J.V. at 5:30 p.m. and
Boys Varsity at 7 p.m.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Tuesday Ladies Bible Class will
be at 9:30 a.m. at University
Church of Christ.

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Foster of Rt.
1, Hazel, will be honored in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 9.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Salem Baptist Church,
Lynn Grove.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married Sept. 7,
1940, at the home of the Rev. J.H.
Thurman.
Mrs. Foster, the former Mary'
Sue Miller, is the daughter of the
late Carl Miller and Ruth Young
Miller.
Mr. Foster is the son of the late
Norton Foster and Lydia Wilson
Foster.
Their children are Ron Foster
and wife, Lashlee, and Miss Bonnie Foster, who are hosting the special occasion.
They have two grandchildren,
Mary Leslie of Memphis, Tenn.,
and Scott of Murray.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a.m.; UMW
Executive Committee at 9 a.m.;
UMW potluck at 6 p.m.; Youth
Club Kitchen Helpers at 7 p.m.;
Youth Cl-ub Teachers at 8 p.m.
Group II of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
Mothers' Day Out and Week of
Prayer Program will be at 9:30
a.m., Kathleen Jones Group at 11
a.m., and CARE at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
Groups of First Baptist Church
_WomenAvill meet as follows: Lottie Moon with Roberta Ward at 7
p.m. and Bea Walker with Mary
Ann* Russell at 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet at
7 p.m. at home of Kathie Fleming.

Bazzell, Alderdice preside at Star Chapter #433 meeting
Dorothy Bazzell, worthy patron,
and Hardin Alderdice, worthy patron, presided at meeting of Murray
Star Chapter. No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star held on Tuesday, Aug.
14, at Masonic Hall.
The worthy matron welcomed
officers and members present and
conducted the business meeting.
Brenda Newberry, secretary of
Past Matrons and Patrons club,
announced that the club would take
the worthy matron and worthy patron to Cypress Creek for dinner on
Thursday, Sept. 6. All chapter

members are invited. Matrons and
patrons are urged to attend. For
more information call 753-6444.
Also serving as officers were the
following:
Dolly Clark, associate matron;
Roy Clark, associate patron; Charlotte Wilson, secretary; Patricia
Evans, treasurer; Betty Dodd, conductress; Brenda Newberry, associate conductiess; Howard McNeely,

chaplain; Sybil Lasater, marshall:
Louise Short, organist; Helen
Webb, Adah; June Crider, Ruth;
Opal Emerine, Esther; Frances
Churchill, Martha; Lana Lasater,
Electa; Bob Bazzell, warder; Joe
Lasater, sentinel.
Also present were Mildred tell
and Alma McNeely.
The next regular meeting will be
Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 7:30 p.m.

Ladies at Murray Club announce activities
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will have activities on Wednesday,
Sept. 5.
Golf with Sue Brown and Jane
Fitch as hostesses will start at 9 a.m.
Any one not listed may come and be
paired at the tee.
The line-up ,is as follows:
Tee 1 — Billie Cohoon, Frances
Rickey, Billie Wilson and Sue Brown.
Tee 3 -- Evelyn Jones, Lula Bingham, Venela Sexton, and Betty Lowry.
Tee 4 — Wanda Brown, Betty
Stewart, Mary Bogard, and Inus Orr.
Tee 5 — Tonja Fike, Terry Schertzer, Frances Hulse and Annie NI.
Adams.
Tee 6 — Betty Hinton, Nancy
Haverstock, Edith Garrison, and
Frances Rickey.
Tee 7 — Rebecca Irvant Mary F.

Bell, Madelyn Lamb.
Frances Drake
Tee 8 — Patty Claypool, LaVern .
Ryan, Lois Keller, and Louise Lamb.
FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 4, 1990
Tee 9 — Rebecca West, Ann
Brown, Cathey Morris, and Bonnie ARIES
exercise good judgment in the use
Keesler.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Olt and employment of your funds.
An important turning point occurs VIRGO
Winners of golf play on WednesSEs
'today in your business interests. For (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
day, August 29,have been released by. some of you it's a dream come true.
You could. be irritated with a
Sue Brown and Betty Scott, hostess, Powers of concentration and intui- higher-up early in the day. A serious
as follows:
decision today affects a child's intertion are excellent.
ests. Singles could-meet with love at
Championship — Wanda Brown, TAURUS
first sight now.
Runner-up — Mary Bogard.
(AK.20 to May 20)
First Flight — Toni Hopson, RunYou may be taking up a course of LIBRA
study now or beginning an important (Sept.23 to Oct.22)
ner-up — Hazel Hill.
Relief comes today for a -long
creative project. A child's progress
Second Flight — 3:way tie Annie delights you, though you could be standing problem. Concentrative
M. Adams,Frances Rickey,and Betty Upset with a friend today.
powers are excellent now and you'll
succeed with a mental project.
Scott.
GEMINI
Home-based'interests are highThird Flight — Patty Claypool. (May 21 to June 20)
lighted.
Fourth Flight — Lois Keller, Runthe
right
track
Though you're on
ner-up — Bonnie Keeslar.
regarding career interests, you SCORPIO
CIE
shouldn't force issues now. An'impor- (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Low putts — Ma'ry Bogard.

GO Slow on the use of credit today.
New inspirations come now, espeVially about creative endeavors.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"itfi Impromptu entertainments and group
You may find. yourself (hawing activities are accented. •
• closer to a romantic interest today. sAGITFARRJS
• de
Guard against impatience early in the (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Ray Mason are the parents of a son, Barry Ray ---Tday. Senile important news comes via
Income could- come from an
Mason II, born Aug. 5 at 10:09 a.m., weighing nine pounds, 12 ounces
unusual source. Self-discipline pays
phone or letter.
off
now in career interests. Do your
and measuring 21 inches. The mother is the former Metzi Todd. Mr.
LEO
best to meet a family member
and Mrs. Mason have two daughters, Valerie Kaye and Mallorie
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Roseanna-Ray. Grandparents are Kenneth Lee Todd and Rosemary
Career strivings meet with success half-way. Maintain harmony.
York Todd of Rt. 1, Kirksey and Garvalene Bundle Mason and the
today' and financial prospects CAPRICORN
late Walter B. Mason of 903 Doran Road, Murray.
improve now. Still, you'll need to (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Being in too; much of a rush will
hamper your progress on the job
today. An unusual approach brings
you success with the marketing of a
creative endeavor. Travel is a plus.

tant investment opportunity presents
itself today. Home matters are a plus.

AQUARIUS

New Hours Starting
Tuesday, September 4
Tuesday-Thursday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Closed Mondays

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owner — Sue Williams

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off Hwy. 121
436-5496

Please phone or stop by and pick up
a copy soon, as they will fill up fast!
Most classes are taught by Sharee Roberts,
National Award Winning Machine Artist.

a
Sewing Machine Co.
'We Sell The Best And Service The Rest"

' 898-7301 or 1-800-525-7845

CIA
(Jan. 20 to Feb..18)
You coiuld receive financial backing for a project today, hut shopping
on impulse is not especially favored.
Money comes in and it's your job to
iithize it wisely.
PISCES
-)41111P
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Some tension on the home front is
possible now, but times of merriment
are in store for you in the company of
your friends. Don't procrastinate
when it comes to job interests.
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
and practical but may have difficulty
reconciling these qualities. It is
important that you like your work for
you to be happy. You're capable of
prodigious effort when you're truly
involved. Businesses allied to the arts
often appeal to you, though you may
he creatively talented yourself. Birthdate of: Mitzi Gaynor, actress; George
Stubbs, painter; and Darius Milhaud,
composer.
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reening applications now
available for Shedd Academy
Screening applications are now
being accepted by the Shedd
Research Academy for students
ages six to adult. Screenings are
used to determine if a student
demonstrates dyslexic-like characteristics, hyperkinesis, attention
deficit disorders, or other leirning
disabilities.
Frequently these students have
trouble with decoding words, Omprehension, letter/numeral reversals, concentration and organization. Many students are distractable, find runembering information

Buchanan accepted
into Transylvania,
University in 1990-91
Scott A. Buchanan, a graduate of
Calloway County High School, has
been accepted into the 1990-91
freshman class at Transylvania
University in Lexington, Kentucky.
Buchanan is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Buchanan.
Over 950 students applied for
admission to Transylvania. This
year's entering class is excepted to
include just over 300 students.
"This incoming freshman class is
a remarkable group of highly motivated and very involved students
who have an ACT average of 25.6,
a score which is weir above the
national average," said Transylvania President Charles L. Shearer.
Transylvania University, founded in 1780, is the 16th oldest college in the nation. A 1989 survey
conducted by U.S. News and
World Report ranked Transylvania
as the best regional liberal arts college in the south.
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DEAR SINGLE, BUT: Since
there is no hope for your wife's
recovery, and she no longer recognizes you,I see no reason why
you and your neighbor can't
enjoy each other's company.
Easing the burden of loneliness
isn't desertion, so don't allow
anyone to lay a guilt trip on you.
Read on for the fl;p side of your
situation:
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Dana Hoffman, center, explains the pollination process to John Bug.
den, Jerry Birdsong and Lisa Cooper during a recent field trip. These
are students of Janay McKee and Debbi Swift of Calloway County
Middle School.

Ladies Golf at Oaks Club released
The results of Ladies Golf at the
Oaks Country Club on Aug. 29,
hosted by Sue Lamb and Doris
Rose, are as follows:
Championship: Sue Lamb, first,
and Laura Parker, second.
First Flight: Sue Stone, first, and
Ada Roberts, second.
Second Flight: Brenda Parker,
first, and Doris Rose, second.
Third Flight: Hazel Beale, first,
and Melva Hatcher, second.
Fourth Flight: Teresa Norsworthy, first, and Marge Foster,
second.
Ladies Golf at Oaks Country

Club set for Sept. 5 will be hosted
by Mabel Rogers, 753-2665, and
Joanne Honefanger, 759-1337.
Tee # 10: Joanne Honefanger,
Mabel Rogers, Crystal Parks and
Erma Tuck.
Tee #12: Laura Parker, Hazel
Beale, Sue Wells and Florence
Hensley.
Tee #14: Irene Woods, Ada
Roberts and Linda Oliver.
Tee #16: Shirley Wade, Marge
Foster, Sue Stone and Brenda
Parker.
•
Game of the Week will be
announced at the course.

—)

Dr. Philip Thornton, author of
"Andrea's Family" and advocate
for families with handicapped
children, will be the guest speaker
at the 24th annual _dinner meeting'
of the Westerrv Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., on Sept. 27, at 7:30
p.m., at the Jaycee Civic Center in
Paducah.
Thornton is the parent of a
17-year-old daughter who has
autism. Autism is a developmental
disability that may have the following characteristics: disturbance in
the development of physical social
and language abilities; abnormal
responses to sensations; absence or
delay of speech and language; and
abnormal ways of relating to people, objects and events.
His book, "Andrea's Family, is a
guide for public school teachers
and administrators who deal with
exceptional children and their families. The book strives to promote
an understanding of the parent/
family situation and to encourage
cooperation between the parent and
the school system. The text also
discusses the effect a, child with a
handicap has on his or her siblings,
and the stages the parents go
through when the handicap is
diagnosed.
Thornton has served on the
board of directors for the Autism
Society of Kentucky, on the Developmental Disability Council for
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
and as a patient trainer on the
SPLASH .training team. He presently serves as associate professor
of Inter-cultural Ministries at
Asbury College in Wilmore. His

Ph.D is in the area of cultural
anthropology.
The WKRMH-MR Board, _Inc.
annual dinner meeting is open to
the public at a cost of $12 per person. Advance reservations are
required.
Individuals interested in attending the dinner can send a check and
their names to: Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board., Inc., ATIN:
Community Relations Office P.O
Box 7287, Paducah, Ky. 42002.

Miss Adorable

Katie Barnett was crowned
America's Most Adorable Baby
Nriks Queen in a pageant held
Aug. 25 at the Holiday Inn in
Murray. She also received honors
for most photogenic, best personality and best dressed. Katie is
the daughter of Randy and Jana
Barnett of Murray. Her grandparents are J.B. and Janet Starks of
Almo and Jean and Oliver. Barnett of Murray.

•
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By Abigail

DEAR ABBY: My wife has had
Alzheimer's for several years and is
now totally bedridden. She doesn't
even recognize me. My life has been
very lonely. My children have encouraged me to get out and enjoy the
last years of my life.(I am 73 and my
wife is 75.)
To get to the point, I started seeing a 68year-old widow who lives in
my condo complex. We go to dinner,
theater, concerts, etc. We are good
company for each other, but the flak
we are getting from some of our
neighbors is very upsetting.
What is your opinion of this? Do I
have the right to enjoy my life? And
what about the woman I'm seeing?
Does she have the right to date me —
a married man?
SINGLE,BUT NOT SINGLE
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for annual board meeting
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difficult and have trouble following
directions.
The individual with a learning
disability is a bright child of average or higher intelligence. Many
times these children or young
teenagers are described as immature, lazy, unmotivated or that they
could do better if they tried harder.
In many situations the learning
disabled child has been held back
in school or recommended for
retention. They have been in remedial reading, special tutoring, or
other extra classes to help, but difficulties persist.
If the above describes your
child, a screening to determine if
your child may benefit from the
program should be considered.
If a student is found to demonstrate the above characteristics they
would be eligible for enrollment in
the West Tutorial Program sponsored by Shedd Academy.
Programs in Kentucky are available in Paducah, Mayfield, and
Calvert City and in Tennessee in
Paris and Camden.
The programs are designed for
parents to become involved with
their children in the program.
Students enrolled will receive
two classes of one-to-one reading
instruction, one class of auditoryphontic training, and assistance
with social skills.
In addition, the parents will
receive on-going training as well as
parenting classes. Classes will be
held one evening a week. This is a
non-profit/parent program.
To set up an appointment or to
receive further information, contact
Dr. Paul Thompson, Shedd
Academy, 346 Central Avenue,
Mayfield, Kentucky, or call
502-247-8007.
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DEAR ABBY: Dad died suddenly
of a massive heart attack on the
tennis court. It was a terrible shock
to Mom. They had been married for
48 years.
Mom's new-age therapist gave her
one year only to mourn Dad's death,
then she ordered her to get on with
her life. This therapist then intro-'
duced Mom to an older- man whom
she had been treating for depression.The man's wife has Alzheimer's
and has been out of touch with reality for many years.
You can probably guessthe rest of
this story. Now Mom, at age 70, is
keeping company with this married
man.(She says it's platonic, but I'm
not so sure.) I've been trying to convince her to break it off with him. My
two brothers see nothing wrong with
her conduct and tell me to mind my
business.
How do you see it, Abby?
a
Man Whose wife has an incurable
illness considered married? Whatever happened to"for better or worse,
in sickness and in health — 'til death
do us part"?
GERALDINE
(NOT MY REAL NAME1
DEAR GEIRALDINE:Ofcourse
the man is "still married," but
his wife is living somewhere
between heaven and earth, and
the likelihood of her returning
is nil. If your mother says their
relationship is platonic,why not
believe her?
To answer your question: If I

S. 12th St.

GO where you want to go

DEAR ABBY: Do you think it's
OK to let an 8-year-old boy make a
train trip alone? It's only 2 1/2 hours.
Kendra Bryant
He has been a latchkey kid for over a
year and has shown that he is mature enough to be alone while his
mom works, so I think he should he
mature enough to travel alone.
Kendra Bryant, daughter of Kenlucky Junior Rodeo Association
His grandfather doesn't agree ny and Marcia Bryant, of Benton, has approximately 45
members.
with me,but he said I should vvrite to was crowned 1990-91
and
hopefully
Kentucky
will
continue
to
you,and we will abide by your deciJunior Rodeo Queen during the
grow. Anyone enrolled in kindersion.
garten through the eighth grade is
WAITING IN SAN DIEGO 1990 State Finals held at the Sheriff's Posse Grounds at Hopkinsville
eligible and invited to participate in
this association.
DEAR WAITING: I may be a on Aug. 10-11.
"nervous Nellie," but I would not
Bryant attend the sixth grade at
The first 1990-91 rodeo is schesend an 8-year-old child alone North Marshall Middle School. She
duled for Sept. 29 in Cadiz. Anyon a train trip of any length. t
will be starting her third year in the
one intereseted in joining or wantKentucky
ing
Junior
information may contact Lori
Rodeo.
She
has
* 5*
participated in barrel racing and
Wesley, Kentucky Junior Rodeo
pole bending events during her first Secretary, at 333-4947 or write her
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
two
at Rt. 3, Box 126A, Sturgis, Kenyears.
who feels left out and wants an improved
After its first two years, the Kentucky, 42459.
social life. It's an excellent guide to

Bryant crowns state Junior Rodeo Queen

5 GREAT
DIAMOND

Just Arrived...

For Garden Planting

753-3321

SEARS Tire & Automotive Center
where
Friendly Service
and
Customer Satisfaction
Are Our Specialties
Dwight Brinn: Service Manager

Remember the 10th
WOVLD YOV )
CO'.( SACK
TOMORROW*

(S20 PER MONTH)

'''.41i41
'
.4
. "4; •

1,2k

)1

1/4 CARAT'
1 /4 CARAT' $415)9
WATERFALL$499 LIGHTNING BOLT 1

:(rsi4V •
ANNIVERSARY$199
BAND

1/4 CARAT'$499
CLUSTER
I

"The Diamond Price Leader'

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by.
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from Us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you dont pay them
by the 10th they have'todig down into their own poekets to make
up the difference.-_ .,
Please ,pay your carrier promptl before the 10th or each
month. They depend on you to write their pa) cheek s.
Collection tune can be an inconvenience for you and your
- --

Carrier

nurser WS oni gitseilhouse9
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
94 East, Murray 759-4512

TERRY'S DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center

199

each

4*01‘110
Hoffman's

3 Days & 2 Nights
FREE lodging with the
purchase of 40 sq. yds. of
carpet.

YOUR CHOICE

00

$5

753)5101

Yv,,,,'usiatAl Buy Mohawk Carpet
'
`- w42et
AND SEE AMERICA!

***

Fall
Mums

,JerrN',=: Iti•,
:titurant

Senior Citizen Special
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal

were terminally ill with no
chance ofrecovery and nolonger
recognized my husband,I would
want him to live the remainder
of his life with as much happiness as possible. And! would
hope that the community would
treat him with understanding
and compassion — and not rush
to judgment.

becoming a better conversationalist and
a more attractive person.To order,send a
long, business-size, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money order for
113.65 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, III. 61054.(Postage is included.)

Julie's Family
Restaurant LIIP
iFornicrl‘

WIDE BAND$499
CLUSTER
I
•.TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS

JEWELERS
ChosInul Hills Shoppmg Cerlito
/Autrey

So.., paying by mail is
monthly collection.

simple wa) to avoid the bother of
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SPORTS
FLiN

preview
by DAVE GOLDBERG

.1

One thing is clear about Paul Tagliabue's tenure as NFL commissioner: If the game gets boring on the field, there's plenty to hold the
-interest off the field.
' As the 1990 season opens, most of the attention will be on whether
,the San Francisco 49ers can become the first team ever to win three
•straight Super Bowls, the first to win five altotether and the first since
`the 1931 Green Bay Packers to win three NFL titles in a row.
Last year was their best ever, 14-2 during the regular season, 40-13
and 30-3 blowouts Over the Minnesota Vikings and Los Angeles Rams
in the playoffs and a 55-10 win over Denver, the third Super shellacking in four years for the Broncos.
More important in the long run, though, is the continuing impact of
the Tagliabue administration, which already has made major changes
in the 10 months since he replaced for Pete Rozelle. For the fans and
•the league, it has both an upside and a downside.
"I said a year ago I thought it would be fun," said Tagliabue, who
was elected last October after a four-month fight between rival factions
of owners. "I think it has been both challenging and fun. The best part
is the football entertainment begins in earnest with a new look."
The newest look is a $3.64 billion, four-year television contract that
'will allow each team to realize an average of $32 million a year over
the life of the contract. But it also has led to an epidemic of holdouts
by veterans seeking their share of the wealth.
•
Moreover,--ihere are signs that the networks are having trouble
recouping their payments in advertising revenue, which could lead to a
/ong-term problem —less money in the next contract and the possibility' of the first pay-cable contract around the turn of the century.
There's also a new playoff format — one more wild-card team from
each conference and a 17-week season that will give each team a week
' off. Not coincidentally, that's another week of regular-season television revenue for the league and two more wild-card games to generate
more playoff money. It will probably keep three-quarters of the teams
in contention into the final two weeks.
The downside of that is that one division winner — the one with the
worst record in each conference — has to play during the wild-card
week. It also will move the NFL closer to the NBA and NHL, with 12
of 28 teams making the playoffs.
There's also the speedup, which has cut games by an 'average of 15
minutes during the regular season. It'keeps the clock running on outof-bounds plays except in the final two minutes of the first half and
last five minutes of the second.
The aim is to cut games from last year's Image of 3 hours, 12 .
minutes,'closer to three hours. Again, there's a television angle — the
second games of doubleheaders on Sunday can be shown from the
beginning.
But it could mean more commercials and less football. —
One more commercial timeout has been added for television, and
exhibition games have been averaging about 10 plays fewer per game.
As a result, Tagliabue announced this week that the league will move
to slow down the speedup by eliminating one of the new gimmicks —
one that re-started the clock after a kickoff when the ball is marked
ready for play rather than when it is snapped.
Tagliabue also is hoping to expand by two franchises for 1993, and
he is tackling the thorny issue of realignment to restore geographic
balance in a league that has Phoenix in the East and Atlanta in the
West.
On the field, there are some fresh new stars, like Detroit's Barry
Sanders and Kansas City's Derrick Thomas. Sanders, the league's
second -leading rusher as a rookie last season, is one of the keys to one
of the NFL's trends this year — the run-and-shoot offense that also
will be used by Houston, Atlanta and at times by other teams.
Sanders will'be joined in Detroit by his successor as Heisman Trophy winner, Andre Ware, one of what promises to be an outstanding
rookie crop. Another luminary is quarterback Jeff ceorge of Indianapolis, the No. I pick in the draft.
The Colts paid a big price — Chris Hinton, Andre Rison and two
No. 1 picks.to get him. Moreover, the Colts will be without Eric Dickerson, who appeared on his way to the NFL's all-time rushing mark.
He Will miss at least the first six weeks of the season with a hamstring
injury and contract problems. He was technically "suspended" and
will lose about $600,000 of his salary for refusing to show up and take
a physical.
There also are five new coaches.
The most dramatic involve Houston and Atlanta. Jack Pardee
replaced the outspoken Jerry Glanville at Houston, and Glanville succeeded Marion Campbell at Atlanta, setting up an opening day confrontation between Pardee's Oilers, many of whom have no great love
for their old coach, and Glanville's Falcons.
Elsewhere, Rod Rust replaced Raymond Berry at New England,
Bruce Coslet followed Joe Walton with the. New York Jets and Joe
Bugel took over for Gene Stallings at Phoenix.
Still, the season may be dominated by old stars and the 49ers — Joe
Montana, Jerry Rice, et al, who will attempt to "Threepeat." They're
the early-line favorites in Las Vegas, followed by the Los Angeles
Rams and the New York Giants, as the NFC tries to continue its dominance — its representative has won six straight Super Bowls by an
average of 26 points.
."Sure the pressure is there," Seifert said. "But so is the
oppqrtunity."
Some of the pressure comes from the fact that the Rams, who the
49ers beat 30-3 in last year's NFC title game, could be even better as
the. young talent obtained from Indianapolis for Dickerson in 1987
comes of age. That could force San Francisco to settle for a wild-card
spot.
The Giants, 12-4 last season, are favored to beat Washington and
Philadelphia in what figures to be a three-team NFC East race. The'
Giants, whose success the past decade has been defense, now have one
or the game's best offensive lines and a seeming gem in rookie running
back Rodney Hampton.
Minnesota with Herschel Walker having the benefit of a full training camp, is favored in the Central over improving Detroit and Green
Bay. The Packers went from 4-12 to 10-6 last year, but the schedule is
tougher this year, and Don Majkowski, the quarterback who was the
architect of four last-minute wins, has been a holdout.
Unhappily for the fans who are tired of seeing Denver get blown out
of Super Bowls, the Broncos could be back.
They went 11-5 in what was supposed to be a rebuilding year, and
such second-year pros as running back Bobby Humphrey and safety
Steve Atwater lead a group of young players who shyd get even
better. .
Moreover, their competition in the AFC West is questionable. Kansas City has a championship-caliber defense but needs a quarterback.
The Los Angeles Raiders remain a .500 team, and San Diego is
improved but not quite there.
The Central Division, in which all four teams were separated last
year by just
games, figures to be close again.
Cleveland, which has made the playoffs five straight years, may fall
to the bottom unless its offensive line comes around. Houston may be
the favorite, although Cincinnati has the marquee names and Pittsburgh
surprised last year in making the playoffs with a young team.
Buffalo and Miami look like the only strength in the East and that's
relative. The Jets are rebuilding, and so are the New England Patriots
and the Indianapolis Colts seem to be falling apart faster than George
can come to the rescue.
• • •
(Dave Goldberg covers pro football for The Associated Press)
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Bell rings up late scores to beat Lakers
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst Spode Editor

In the Saturday afternoon heat,
the Callow.ay County Lakers
melted under the pressure of a solid
Bell County running game, as the
Bobcats from eastern Kentucky
scored the last 15 points of the

contest to down the Lakers 30-14
Saturday afternoon.
The Bobcats spoiled Calloway's
home opener behind a wishbone
attack that featured a whole backfield full of weapons.
Halfbacks Phillip Green and
Lance Burnett took turns beating
away at the Lakers, and when those

two weren't, fullback Joe Humfleet
was ripping into the Calloway secondary, or quarterback Mark Collect was showing why he is drawing the attention of some college
scouts.
"They're a real good football
team," Laker coach Tony Franklin
said. "When you watch them all
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Calloway County's Cecil Bradley (19) was in perfect position to draw an offensive interference call against
Bell County's William Hammontree in second-half action of Saturday afternoon's game.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

week on film, you could tell they
had some great running backs that
looked like they had been playing
for years."
Bell ran up 300 yards on the
ground, and when they did put the
ball in the air, Collect was 5-of-7
to three different receivers.
For the second straight game,
Calloway's offense continued to
show why the Lakers can't be
counted out of any contest. Quarterback Rob Dennis was 13-of-21
in the air, and the Laker defense
did a nice job swarming to the ball,
but couldn't get the rugged Bell
backs down.
The game might have been different if the Lakers had taken advantage of an early Bell turnover. Bell
fumbled on their first possession,
and Calloway got the ball on the
Bell 41.
And then the showers started. A
nice cold rain shower would have
felt nice in the scorching heat,
unfortunately, they weren't showers of rain, they were showers of
yellow flags. The two teams had
199 yards in penalties called on the
day, including 17 flags on the Bobcats alone.
The first two moved the ball to
the Laker 30. Dennis hit Tony Patrick for a nice gain over the middle
that made it first-and-goal for the
Lakers. Calloway's first penalty, an
offsides call, moved CCHS back
five yards, but Ray Fennel went
right on the option all the way to
the 2.
Calloway then veered away from
its run-and-shoot and went to a
power-I. Fennel picked up a yard,
but on fourth Jeremy Grogan was
stacked up short of the goal line.
"We had run the power-I well so
far," Franklin said. "If I had to do
it all over again, I would have stayed in the run-and-shoot."
When the Lakers didn't get on
the board, Bell responded with a
13-play, 99-yard march to the end
zone. After a Laker penalty, runs
from Burnett and Humfleet got the
Cats some breathing room, before
Collect dialed for William Hammontree and found him for a
41-yard gain. Another passss to
P.J. Burnett picked up 11 yards,
and Green capped the drive with a
seven-yard TD. Collect's kick
made it 7-0.
On their next scoring drive, Bell
didn't even put the ball in the air.
In the second quarter, all four
backs aided the cause in a 10-play
(Cont'd on page 9)

Steib chases ninth-inning
nightmares with no-hitter
CLEVELAND (AP) — Dave Stieb started thinking about pitching a nohitter in the second or third inning, then realized what an absurd thought
it was.
"The way I've lost them before, it's always too soon to start thinking
about it," the Toronto right-hander said Sunday after he finally got the
no-hitter that had eluded him so many times, beating the Clevelind
Indians 3-0.
Stieb refused to take the no-hit bid seriously tmtil late in the game
because he'd been heartbroken repeatedly in the past. He has five career
one-hitters. Four times, he's gone to the ninth inning before allowing a
hit. In three of those games, we no-hitter was broken up with one out left.
Ironically, the closest he had come was in the same stadium two years
ago, on Sept. 24,1988. With two outs in the ninth and a 2-2 count, Cleveland's Julio Franco hit a seemingly routine ground ball that took a bad
hop over second baseman Manny Lee's head for a single.
Six days later, Stieb lost a no-hit bid against Baltimore, again with two
outs and two strikes in the ninth. And on Aug. 4, 1989, he had a perfect
game wrecked when Roberto Kelly hit„a two-out, ninth-inning double.
"After three of those, I said, well, that's enough of that. You just have
to get lucky," Stieb said. "Sure, I wondered, but it's not the kind of thing
you want to dwell on."
The no-hitter was the ninth in the majors this year and the seventh in
the American League, both records. Stieb is the first to throw one for
Toronto, and the first to throw one against Cleveland since Minnesota's
Dean Chance" on Aug. 25, 1967.
Stieb (17-5) has a 2.91 ERA and matched his career high for victories.
AROUND THE HORN
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Kai Danais was slumping and hulling — a
period opponuntty to take a seat on the bench
and ponder what might have been
But Daniels wasn't thinking about sitting He
was thinking about hitting
Shaking off an 0-for-16 slump and aching
ribs, Daniels hit a pair of two-run homers and
went 3-for-4 on Sunday as the Los Angeles
Dodgers rolled to a 12-5 victory over the Mon
treat Expos
"I wasn't going to come out," sasd Daniels.
who entered the game 6-for 44 IlI only come
out if I can't handle the pain h wasn't bad
enough We're in a pennant race rsght now'
After managing Just two runs on six hits while
losing to the Expos on Friday and Saturday, the
Dodgers had 18 has in Sunday's game Lenny
Hams and Mike Sharperson, who had three
RBIs, also homered for Los Angeles, which
trails Cincinnati by 66 games in the NL West
after facing a 13", -game deficit on July 21
Tim Crews )2-4) was the winner with 2 1-3
hitless innings in relief of Jim Nesdlingier, who
alioand five runs on six hits in 4 2-3 innings,
including Tim Wallach's 18th three-run homer
after the Dodgers opened • 12-2 load
.Cincinnati won for the month time in 12 games
as Jose Rio scattered nine hots for tits fourth
complete game and third straight victory, 6-2
over Chicago
.New York survived San Francisco's 17-hot
attack thanks to some shaky base-runnsng by
the Giants, who were swept in the four-game
series a Shea Stadium. losing 10-6 Sunday
•Pittsburgh ied 5-0 in the sixth inning, then held
on to heat Houston 7-6 and slay a hea-game
behind the Ms% in the East
.San Diego snapped a five-garrie losing streak
as Ed Whitson allowed one run in seven innings
for his filth straight victory, 9-1 over
Philadelphia

•Charlie Leibrandt scattered 10 has and
extended his scoreless innings streak to 16 as
Atlanta defeated St. Louis for the third consecutive time, 5-0. John Tudor (11-4), returning from
the disabled list two days ahead of schedule.
saw his six-game winning streak end despite
allowing only four hits in six innings
AIAERICAN LEAGUE
Tom Bolton came within three Olas 01 his first
major league shutout as the Red Sox charged
to their 10th consecutive victory and completed
a sweep of their season series with the Yankees in Boston for the first time in the torrid
88-year nvalry
Mike Greenwell drove in four iuns and Ellis
Bunts the other three as the Red Sox extended
the American League's longest winning streak
this year and retained a 64 -game lead over
Toronto in the AL East with thew 7-1 victory
.Oakland extended its AL West lead to tri
games over Chicago as Harold Baines ha his
first home run for the Athletics in a 4-2 win over
the Rangers Rickey Henderson stole his 54th
base, leaving him 13 behind Lou Brock', record
of 938
.Jack Howeli, brought back the week after a
morah in the minors, homered in the frffh inning
and Chuck Finley shut down visiting Chicago in
Angelwo
in
.m
wnt
a
or the 10th time in 13 games
as Jamie Navarro took a shutout into the ninth
inning
f
g against the visiting
before the 4 2
•Greg Gagne ha a two-run homer and rookie
Scat Erickson gave up six has in 7 2-3 innings
as Detroit's lour-game winning streak ended in
I 4-3 loss to the Twins
•Danny Teriabull drove in five runs to match a
career 41' and TomdGordon (10-9) pitched his
second career shutout for the Royal with a
thre•-hitter a the Kingdom* in an 8-0 win over
the Manners
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Murray High's Chris Dill (9) was head-and -shoulders above a
Bowling Green opponent during Saturday's 2-1 MHS win. Dill was
credited with assists on both Tiger goals in the second-half.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Tigers claim 2-1 victory
The Murray High School soccer Tigers posted a strong second-half
comeback to down visiting Bowling Green 2-1 Saturday, with Chris
Bailey taking an assist from Chris Dill for the go-ahead goal with
seven minutes left.
"I was proud of them," MHS coach James Weatherly said of the 2-0
Tigers. "It was hot, they were tired and they could have quit, but they
didn't give up."
After a scoreless first half, John Casana scored unassisted to give
Bowling Green the lead, but Dill set up David Gressler's tying goal.
Weatherly praised the defensive work of Doug Payne, Thomas
Daniels, Derek Plummer, Brent Thompson and Billy Barksdale. Goalie
Michael Lovett had three saves as the Tigers outshot the Purples 14-9.
Murray takes on local rival Calloway County Tuesday night at Ty
Holland Field in a meeting between undefeated teams. Calloway is also
2-0.
• • •
In junior varsity action Saturday, the Tigers won 3-1 to even their
season at 1-1. Murray scored on goals (assists) from Roman Shapla
(Peter Johnson), John Key (Shapla) and Matt Weatherly (Shapla).
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Actions& Reactions
msu Volleyball

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1990

SCOREBOARD
"New Officesame good neighbor."

LOS ANGELES — Seven straight points by Loyola-Marymount helped keep the
Murray State Lady Racers winless in their three-game west coast jaunt Saturday
night. After winning two of the first three matches, MSU led 12-8 when Loyola
scored seven unanswered points to claim the 15-12 victory, and used that momentum to claim a 15-7 win in the fifth and deciding game for a 13-15, 15-5, 13-15,
15-12, 15-7 win over the Lady Racers.
*On Friday, the Lady Racers had opened against 16th-ranked San Diego State
University and lost in three straight games, 5-15, 14-16, 11-15. Later that day, Murray State went up against highly-regarded U.S. International in San Diego and
were beaten 3-15, 9-15, 9-15.
'Kim Koehler had 17 kits and 16 digs for MSU against Loyola, while Jill Doty had
17 cfigs and 14 kills. The defending Ohio Valley Conference champions open their
home season Thursday night, hosting Southern Indiana at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena

305 N 12th
(Next To
Century 21)

Like a good neighbor
State Farm Is There

Loans -EaLasAnsurance Ocirmunnies
Homo °fir.* Bloomington, iitinos

Jane Rogers
753-9627

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East

Fall youth baseball

Chicar
Philadelphia
St Louis

Registration for the Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association's fall instructional league (for players born between Aug. 1, 1980— Aug 1, 1982) will be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 4-5, at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, from
3:30-6 p.m. each day. Registration lee is $15 per player and everyone who has
previously expressed interest in the league is encouraged to sign up. For more
information, call Mike Hodge at 759-1425 or 753-1082

Cino nnall
Los Angeles
San Franosco........San Diego
Houston
Atlanta
0-denotes brist game was a win
Saturtleyis Gernes
__New York 6. San Francisco 5
Cinonnat B. Chicago 1
Philadelphia 3. San Diego 2 10 innings. 1,1 gams
Philadelphia 2, San Diego 1 2nd garrw
Atlanta 4. St Louis 3
Montreal 6 Los Angeles 0
Houston 2. Pittsburgh 1, 10 innings
Sunday's Games
Los Angina 12. Montreal 5
New York 10. San FranciscO 6
San Diego 9, Philadelphia 1
Cinonnati 6 Chicagn 2
Atlanta 5, Sc Louis 0
Pittsburgh 7. Houston 6
Mondays Games
Cinonnah (Browning t: ?) at Atlanta (Avery 3-8).
1210 pm

Middle Tennessee State coach Boots Donnelly is known for his motivational tactics, and it appears the Blue Raider leader found the perfect way to get the attention of running back Joe Campbell. Touted as one of the top runners in not only the
Ohio Valley Conference but also in the nation, Campbell found himself in an unfamiliar position Saturday night — on the Blue Raider bench. Ricky Martin stepped
into Campbell's taiback slot and rushed for 97 yards and two touchdowns to lead
the defending OVC champions to a 38-6 victory over Tennessee State in the opener for both teams. Martin's early performance and a distaste for the bench had
Campbell straining at the bit when he was put on the field, and the result was 143
rushing yards, including a 57-yard scoring run in the fourth quarter.
•In other games involving OVC learns, Tennessee Tech topped Lock Haven 45-14
and Morehead State was a 28-14 loser to Marshall.

Kentucky football
LEXINGTON, Ky. — On a scale of 1 to 10, Kentucky's victory over Central Michigan would probably rate only a 4. But Kentucky coach Bill Curry wasn't complaining. "First of all let me say that there is no such thing as an ugly win," Curry said
after Kentucky's 20-17 victory Saturday in his debut as coach of the Wildcats. "A
win is a win, and a loss is a loss." Doug Palfrey connected from 50 yards out with
827 left in the third quarter to give Kentucky a 17-14 advantage. His 32-yarder
with 12:23 remaining in the game was the final margin. Linebacker Jeff Brady sealed the victory for Kentucky when he intercepted Jeff Bender's pass at the Central
Michigan 47 with lour minutes left in the game. Noseguard Joey Couch set up Kentucky s first touchdown in the first quarter when he blocked a punt by Dennis
Nicholl at the Central Michigan 20. Linebacker Marty Moore plucked the bat out of
the air on the 20 and returned it to the 3-yard line at 1:24. Three seconds later,
fullback Al Baker went off right tackle as Kentucky went up 7-0 over the MidAmerican Conference squad.

Louisville football
SAN JOSE, Calif. — San Jose State kicker Raul De la Flor had two potential
game-winning field goals blocked in the final two seconds as Louisville hung on for
a 10-10 tie in the season opener for both schools and the debut of new Spartan
head coach Terry Shea. De la Flor lined up for a 32-yard field goal attempt with
two seconds to go and the kick was blocked, but Louisville was called for holding
on the play as time ran out. Given another chance from 24 yards out, De la Floes
kick was blocked again after a high snap. Louisville kicker Klaus Wilmsmeyer
missed wide right on a 48-yard field goal attempt with 6:32 to play in Louisville's
last shot at breaking the be

Baseball
PHILADELPHIA — National League president Bill White threatened to resign if
Commissioner Fay Vincent doesn't give him full support in his dispute with the
league's umpires, according to a published report. A he doesn't receive the full
support of baseball's highest officer, White said in Sunday's Philadelphia Inquirer,
"It's goodbye. I'm going home." He also challenged Richie Phillips, the head of the
umpire's union, over their contradicting accounts of a meeting last week with
umpire Joe West. White, in his second year as league president, met last week
with West and Phillips. Afterward, West and White gave contradicting accounts of
what was said. Phillips accused White of "an unprecedented lack of support for
umpires" and asked Vincent to step in to resolve the matter.

Isrv

women's draw. Maleeva-Fragniere,
the ninth seed, plays eighth-seeded
Mary Joe Fernandez in the quarterfinals while No. 5 Gabriela Sabatini will battle tinseeded Leila
Meskhi of the Soviet Union.
On Sunday, Fernandez defeated
No. 15 Judith Wiesner 6-3, 6-2;
Sabatini eliminated No. 11 Helena
Sukova 6-2, 6-1; and Meskhi
ousted Italy's Linda Ferrando 7-6
(7-4), 6-1.
Today, the top half of the
women's draw will play fourthround matches with top-seeded
Steffi Graf meeting No. 13 Jennifer
Capriati, No. 7 Katerina Maleeva
— Maleeva-Fragniere's younger
sister — facing No. 12 Jana Novotna, No. 4 Zina Garrison taking on
unseeded Nathalie Tauziat of
France and No. 6 Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario playing No. 16 Barbara
Paulus.

Quality Concrete On Time
Federal Materials Co.

Concrete Block Masonary Items
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
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1
1
2
1

3

Horne
46-22
31-27
31-27
32-35
32-32
30-38

Away
30-33
39-29
31-36
30-35
30-111
30-35

W
77
71
17
11
SO
53

L Pct
55 513
62 534
66 501
71 462
73 451
BO 398

GB L10 Week
—
7-3 Won 2
Ch 0-7-3 Won 1
104 0-1-6 Last 4
16
0-3-7 Won 1
1T4
6-4 Lost 1
244
6-4 Wo. 3

likiene Away
18 26 39-29
39-27 32-35
36-28 31-35
32-35 2838
40-28 20-45
31 3422-42

Chicago (Suicedie 0-1) It Montreal (Fanner 0-1),
¶235 pm
Philadelphia (Rubin 6-11) at Pittsburgh (Drabek
17-5). 12 35 pm
New York (Gcoden 14-6) at St Louts (Tewksbury
9-4) 115 pm
Houston (Gullckson 9.12) 5* Los Angels'(Vatenzuele 12-10). 905 pm
San Franosco (Downs 0-0) at San Diego (Screrakli
3-7) 905 pm
Tuesday's Games
Cinonnab au Atlanta 440 pm
Chicago at Montreal 835 pm
Philadelphia at Pinsturgh 635 pm
114•14 York at St LOOS 735 pm
San F fillOSCO at San Diego 905 p
Houston at Los Anginas 935 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
In a penalty-filled game, no flag was thrown when Bell's William
Hammontree (84) and an unidentified teammate jostled Calloway
receiver Tony Patrick before the ball arrived to break up the pass in
Saturday's second-half action.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Bell rings...
(Cont'd from page 8)
drive that finished when Burnett
scored from six yards out. Bell
picked up two points on the PAT
with a jump pass from Collect to
Darrin Clark.
Calloway answerd quickly, aftcr
getting a short kick and a nice
return from ..Ryan Dawson. Dennis
hit Patrick, who made a nice catch
for a six-yard gain, then connected
with Jamar McNary, who made a
nice cutback move and scored from
32 yards out. The PAT failed, and
the Lakers trailed 15-6.
Bell appeared to be on the move
to score before the half, but penalties kept the Bobcats out of the end
zone.
Calloway then answered the bell
for the second half with a nice
drive. Dennis connected on four
straight passes before capping the drive with a one-yard TD run, then
tossed to McNary for the PAT to
bring the Lakers to within -6fic,i
15-14.
--- Bell drove to the Laker 31, but
again slipped on yellow flags. Collect's punt did put the Lakers in a
hole, and Bell got the ball back on
the 42, and Burnett and Green took
over from there, with Green scoring from three yards out in the
closing moment of the third
quarter.
"When we pinned them in, they
took it 95 yards, and when they put
us down there, we went three plays
and a punk," Franklin said. "That
was big. it
up an easy score for
them."
Calloway had a scoring chance
early in the fourth, but Bell read a
screen play perfectly, dropping it
for a nine-yard loss, and put
enough pressure on Dennis to force
a quick throw and a one-yard gain.
Bell put the contest away with a

The top half of the men's draw
moved into the quarterfinals with
No. 3 Ivan Lendl to play No. 12
Pete Sampras and two unseeded
players facing each other: four-time
U.S. Open champion John McEnroe against David Wheaton.
The 31-year-old McEnroe, turning back the clock to when he
dominated men's tennis, thrilled a
packed Louis Armstrong Stadium
crowd at the National Tennis Center when he ousted seventh-seeded
Emilio Sanchez 7-6 (8-6), 3-6, 4-6,
6-4, 6-3. Lendl defeated Israel's
Gilad Bloom 6-0, 6-3, 6-4; Wheaton defeated Kevin Curren 7-5, 7-6
(7-1), 4-6, 6-4 and Sampras upset
No. 6 Thomas Muster 6-7 (6-8).
7-6 (7-5), 6-4, 6-3 at night.
Today, the bottom half of the
draw sends second-seeded Boris
Becker against Darren Cahill, No.
9 Aaron Krickstcin against Amos

solid 12-play, 70-yard drive, all on
the ground again, with Burnette
whipping out a 30-yard run along
the way. Green scored his third TD
of the afternoon with 4:34 left in
the fourth to put the contest away.
While Bell's offense picked up
nearly 400 yards in total offense,
Franklin was impressed with the
way the Bobcats held the run-andshoot in check.
"We've had a lot of success in
the last couple of years, with a
double screen, but they're so quick
they stuffed it pretty easy," Franklin said. "They're a good football
team."
While Bell improved to 3-0, the
Lakers are 0-2, but Franklin i.c not
too discouraged.
"Last year, we.were• getting our
brains kicked in right now," Franklin said. "We feel like we're going
to be a good football team at the
end of the year, maybe even by the
middle of the year."
The Lakers return to Friday
night action when they host Obion
County, Tenn. at Laker Field Friday at 7:30 p.m.
BELL
07 011 07 011 — 30
CALLOWAY
00 06 04 00 — 14
BC — 1,1 (2 27) Green 7 run (Collect itick)
BC — 2nd (6 20) Burned 6 run (Collect pass to Clark)
CC — 2nd (5 10) McNary 32 pass from Dennis (Pass
tailed)
CC — 3rd (8 361 Dennis 1 run (Dennis pass So McNary)
BC — 3rd (043) Green 3 run (Collect kick)
BC — 4th (4 31) Green 2 run (Coded pass Burnet).
• • •
TEAM STATS ......... .......
............ ILC7 c
1 94
c
Total offense
,
Passing yards
XX
42
Rushing yards
.
97 523
Frw downs
4. 23 Ii
Turnovers
1
3
• • •
•
INDIVIDUAL STATS
BELL COUNTY
Rushing — Burned 24-177, Green 20-71, Humneet
12-66, Collect 6-6
Passing — Collect 5-7-0 97 yards
Becoming — Burnett 1-10, Hammond*, 2-57. Clark
2.30
CALLO WAY
Rushing — Bradley 7-11, Dennis 8-11, Grogan 1-0, Fennel 3-18
Passing — Dennis 13-21-3 152 yards
Receiving — McNary 7-511. Fennell 220.Patrick 4-76,
Bradt*/ 1 -till
Records Bell County 3-0, Calloway County 0-2

Mansdorf, No. 4 Andre Agassi
against No. 13 Jay Berger and
Christo van Rensburg against
Andrei Cherkasov.
NIcEnroc was brilliant at times
in his victory over Sanchez, taking
the net at every chance, getting
penetration on his volleys and setting up the points with a good
serve.
"It was a very hard match, very
close and high quality," McEnroe
said. "But on this surface, if you
are consistent enough, sooner or
later that person is going to feel the
pressure.'
McEnroe defeated Sanchez's
brother, Javier, in the first round,
becoming the first man to defeat a
brother combination since Jimmy
Connors beat Anand and Vijay
Amritraj in the first and second
rounds in 1979.

Baseball & Comic Book
Show
Saturday, September 8th 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 N., Murray
'1 Admission
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Navratilova ousted in U.S. Open action
NEW YORK (AP) — Martina
Navratilova spent so much energy
winning her first love, Wimbledon,
that she had none left for her second — the U.S. Open.
"I think Wimbledon took so
much out of me that I really had a
hard time," Navratilova said. "I
wanted to be up, but I just couldn't
kick it into gear."
And one minute short of two
hours after she began her fourthround match, Navratilova was out
of the tournament, a 7-5, 3-6, 6-3
victim of Manuela MaleevaFragniere.
"It's not like I didn't want to
win," said Navratilova, the second
seed. "But, I really had to work at
it. The win at Wimbledon came
naturally."
The win at the U.S. Open didn't
come easy for Maleeva-Fragniere.
But it came — her first over Navratilova in eight career meetings. In
fact, until Sunday, she had won
only one set from Navratilova in
her life.
"When I learned I had to play
her in the Round of 16, I thought
that maybe this is the time when I
am finally going to beat one of the
top two seeds in a Grand Slam
tournament," the native of Bulgaria said.
Navratilova's loss, preceded earlier in the week by the departure of
third-seeded Monica Seles, has
opened up the bottom of the

G8 L10 Streak
—
7-3 Won
'4 0-44 Won
Th
5-5 Lost
14.4
3-7 Lost
144
44 LOW
17
3-7 Low

WOO DIV11110f1

OVC football

There're plenty of people who would agree with that Miami's Craig Erickson and
Brigham Young's Ty Delmer are the top returning passers in college football this
season. On Saturday, the two will match throwing arms when Miami opens its season against BYU at Provo, Utah. Detmer threw two interceptions on Saturday
against Texas-El Paso, but that didn't stop him. He completed 33 of 46 passes for
387 yards and a touchdown and also ran for two TDs as the 16th-ranked Cougars
beat UTEP 30-10. Delmer had two TO passes called back because of penalties.
•BYU wasn't the only ranked team to struggle in a season opener over the
weekend. No. 7 Nebraska got the only touchdown of the game with less than a
minute left in a 13-0 defeat of Baylor, and No. 25 West Virginia was pushed hard
by Kent Stale, a team that didn't win a game last season, before prevailing 35-24.
Other ranked schools had an easier time. No. 8 Tennessee, which tied No. 5 Colorado 31-31 in its opener, battered Pacific 55-7; No. 10 Clemson ruined George
Allen's return to college coaching by smashing Long Beach State 59-0; No. 13
Texas A&M did all its damage in the first half of a 28-13 victory over Hawaii; No. 15
Virginia hung a 59-10 thrashing on Kansas and No. 18 Pittsburgh beat Ohio University 35-3.

01101014141

W
L Pct
76 55 580
576
69 63 523
62 70 470
62 70 470
60 73 451
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W
L
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Saturday's Games
Boston IS, New York 1
Chicago 9. Gallons& 5
Texas 3 Oakland 2
'pronto 8. Cleveland 0
Ilatroit 9. lannesota 5
Pi/Waukee 4, Baltimore 3
Seattle 3, Kansas City 0
Sunday's Games
Totonto 3. Cleveland 0
Minnesota 4, Detroit 3
Milwaukee 4 Baltimore 2
Caiforha 1, Chicago 0
Oakland 4, Teias 2
Kansas City 8, Seattle 0
Boston 7, New York 1
Monday's Games
Toronto (Key 9-6! at Detroit (Terrell 34). 1215 pm
nnesota iGuthn4 5-7 and Abbott 0-2) at Milwaukee

Pct
571
522
478
477
455
444
421

GB 110 Streak
—
2-13-0 Won
6'4 2-5-5 Won
12Y. 0-7-3 Lost
124 0-8-2 Won
15'n 0-2-8 Loot
17
2-8 Lost
20
4-6 Lost

Home
42-21
34-34
32-35
31-33
29-33
32-36
10-32

Awe!
34-36
36-30
32-35
32-36
31-39
27 38
26 45

Pct
624
576
501
500
196
485
448

GO 110 Sneed
Home
044 Won 1
—
4424
WA 0-4-6 Loot 1
38-29
16
x-1-6 Lost 1
37-28
16'4
6-4 Won 1
36-32
17
z-5-5 Wont.40-29
184
44 Lost 1
35-36
23'A
5-5 Won 1
33 16

Away
39 26
38 27
10-38
31 35
26-38
30-33
27 38

10
4
1
3
3
7
4

(Knudson 10-7 and Krueger 5-7), 2. 1 pm
Sasaki (Young 6-14) at Bellmore (Telford 1-1), 305
0m•
Gallons/ (McCastul 10-91 at New York (Leary 8-16).
306 p.m
Oaklind (Sanderson 13-9) an Boston (Klock*, 64).
6 35 p m
Kansas City lApper 11-4) at Chicago (ION 6-4), 6 35
pm.
Cleveland (Walter 14) at Texas (Ryan 12-7), 735
pm
Tuesday's Game,
Seattle at Baltimore. 63-5 pm
Oakland at Boston, 635 pm
Toronto it Detroit. 635 pm
Kansas City at Chicago 7 05 p m
Minnesota at kalwaukes 735 pm
Cleveland at Texas. 735 pm
Only games scheduled

FASTBALLS
SCOREBOARD
Oakland at Boston (635 pm CDT) In a possible playoff prawn, Scott Sanderson
(13-9) ;whoa Ion the A's
against Dana 'cocker (6-6) Oakland leads the season series 5-4
STATS
The Rrtsburgh Pirates have had 19 oictiers win at least one game
this season. a new National League record
The previous record of 18 was snared by the 19030 St Louis Cardinale and
the 1985 Chicago Cubs
Joe Carter
of the San Diego Padres got his 1,000th careen Nt Sunday
Wills McGee and Harold Banes are a combined
1-for-24 since Fining the Oakland Athletics
STREAKS
°nada Losbrandt ol the Atlanta Braves has pitched 16 consecutive scoreless innings
John Tudor (11.4)04 the
St Louis Cardinais lost to Atlanta on Sunday, ending his sii-game winrwng streak
Vince Coleman of the St
Louis Cardinals had hi. career-Ng, 15-game hitting streak end *hen he was 0-for-1
on Sunday .. Ed Wfutson
or the San Diego Padres has won five consecutive deacons
The Orioles have lost eight straight series since
winning two a three from Kansas City Aug 2-4
SWINGS
Jack Morns ot Detroit was 11-1 Marne in the Menodorne beton this season
He is 0-2 this year
SLUGGERS
Kal Daniels 04th. Los Angeles Dodgers had the eighth mulbpie-home run game of his
career on Sunday against
the Montreal Expos He entered the game in a 6-for -44 slump, Imcludng
0-tor-16
STARTERS
San Francisco has used 14 starters U.S season, one fewer than last year The Giants
have used 26 pitchers
overall. one short of the record
Rick Mahler and Jose Rip pitched consecutive complete games tor
the Reds
this weekend, the Irst Cincinnati pitchers 10 00 that since June 9-10 last
season
Houston's Danny Dannn lost
of the firs 011111 lance moving into Me Astros rotation He iost to 1/4 Pittsburgh
Pirates. giving up five runs and
nine hits in sik innings
4
STARTS
McCiellan of the San Francrsoo• Gients •ngted Sunday in his first rnapr league
al-Oat
SHUTOUTS
Atlanta; Charlie Labrandt otched his second show 05 156 season on Sunday.
a 15-ht victory over the St .
..as Cardinals 5-0
STOPPERS
Bryan Harvey of California is me fifT4 Angels reliever so hare consecutive 20-save seasons once
Donni• Moore
n 1985-86 Harvey who got his 20th save on Sunday had 25 taw year
SWEEPS
The New York Mots swept a four-garre sense from San Franosco The only other tcur-game sweet)
involving the
'no learns was June 1962. when the Gianbs swept it rya Polo Grounds . Boston won al seven games
against
!te Yankees at Fenway Park this season. the list kris they Vs ever swept New York
at home
SLUMPS
The Baltimore Orioles are 12 games under 500 tor Vie fret erne Its. season silks
record of 60,72 atter being to
tahvaukee on Suoday,
•
SPEAKING
-I wasn't real nervous I've been there cane a few dines
I had much better stun the onus OTOS much better
control I always knew, it look a lot of luck to pat a no-row " — Dave Stab atter throning his fird career
no.
hitter

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 1. 12th {Next To Century 21) 953-9629

OPENiVio
'TIE 8
zi.— Fri.

9:30 til 5, Saturday

RACER
CLUB
MEETING

VI]
tuS0

:*e

Tuesday, September 4th

6:00 p.m.
Seven Seas Restaurant
(Business Meeting will start promptly at 6 p.m.)
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Research animals contributing
to world-wide medical knowledge
Question: What do the Heimlich
maneuver, space travel, the pacemaker and open heart surgery have
in common?
Answer: They all were developed, at least to some degree, by
using research animals.
We live in an age in which there
is more medical.knowledge than at
any other time in recorded history.
Diseases which used to strike fear
into the hearts of mankind - smallpOx and polio,for two examples are now footnotes in history. or at
least we have the capability to make
them footnotes.
- -Animal- rights activists are becorning more visible, and without
comment on their efforts it seems
that an educated public , should
know at least some of the medical
advances to which animal research
as 'necessary.
You're in a restaurant, a piece of
something goes down the wrong
way and lodges in,your windpipe.
You can't breathe and your choking.
Someone comes up behind you,
puts his arms around your abdOmen
and squeezes hard - and out comes
the food. It's called the Heimlich
maneuver, after its creator, Dr.
Henry Heimlich, of Cincinnati. It
has'saved numerous human lives. It
was perfected using large dogs as
models.
•
Now you're in a space ship,
headed maybe to the moon, You
marvel that most of the problems of
weightlessness have been foreseen
and solved. But it isn't quite that
simple. They were researched much
more than simply foreseen, and that
largely by monkeys and mice which
lived in a centrifuge on the University of Kentucky campus in the
1960s. Dr. Karl Lange and Dr.
James Lafferty designed the apparlus after Watching a carnival ride,
and adapted it to solve many; of the
problems of space.
These are only two of the many
advances in human medicine. ve'er-

inary medicine and food production
which have come about partly as a
result of animal research.
Today we can protect our pets
from distemper, feline leukemia,
rabies, parvovirus and other fatal
diseases by use of vaccines - which
were developed in other animals.
Human advances which depend
partly on animals research include
immunization against polio, diphtheria, mumps,measles,rubella and
smallpox. In addition development
of penicillin, antibiotics, insulin and
other anti-infective drugs is due
partly to animal research, as is
development of anti-seizure drugs
and drugs to control asthma and
other respiratory problems, as well
as medication to control high blood
pressure.
Cornonary bypass surgery was
researched on animals, as was laser
eye surgery.
Currently, research is being done
regarding cancer immunology and
chemotherapy, osteoporosis, artificial blood vessels, urinary bladder
reconstruction and toxicology of
drugs. environmental factors and
industrial byproducts: Cats and
monkeys have a disease similar to
AIDS, which is also being researched to develop more effective
ways of fighting the human disease
Probably its a matter of conscience, what you believe about use Of
.
animals in research.
But the list of medical advance
which owe part of their success to
animal research is long and significant.
Your veterinarian will be glad to
explain to you how animals are used
in research, how they are cared for,
why they are better models than
computers, and whatever else you
might want to know about animal
research.
If-you don't know,the thing to do
is ask. Your veterinarian is the
answer man.

$299FLESS
1980
Pontiac
Lemans
1979
Pontiac
Lemans

1984
Oldsmobile
Cutlass Ciera
1984
Oldsmobile
Firenza
1984
Buick
Century
1983
Chevrolet C-10

1979
Lincoln
Town Car
1977
Cadillac
Deville
1972
Pontiac
Catalina
1971
Ford LTD

1983
Dodge Aries
1982
Nissan
King Cab P.U.

"Whatityer it takes, w• want to b• your car/truck company."

PEPPERS

t:1
1.

Dodge

1Nmouth

Jeep
Oar1*

Semillas Pioneer
donates $3,600
to MSU Dept.
of Agriculture
Semillas Pioneer, a Spanish branch
of Pioneer Hi-Bred International seed
company, has donated $3,600 to the
Department of Agriculture at Murray
State University to sponsor a graduate
assistant for 1990-91.
Dr. Fay te Brewer, managing director
of the company located in Seville,
returned to Murray State where he
earned bachelor's and master's degrees in agricuture in 1975 and 1976
to present the donation check. SemiHas Pioneer also sponsored a graduate
assistant in 1988-89.
One project of the graduate assistant
will be working with the agronomy
department of Semillas Pioneer on a
special study of nitrogen rates in corn
in Spain, according to Dr. John
Mikulcik, the professor of agriculture
who will supervise the student.
Brewer, whose hometown is Mayfield, said he would like to see a
program developed at Murray State to
provide more training for people who
are preparing to work overseas in
agriculture.
He has been with the overseas
division of Pioneer since completing
his doctorate in 1981 at the University
of Arkansas. He has held his present
position for seven years after working
two years in Italy and a year in
Bulgaria.
Brewer, who is married to the former
Mary Jane Wallis of Murray, is also
chairman of the board Pioneer HiBred Sementes de Portugal in Lisbon,
a company begun in 1989.

Ag Dept. says
farm families
have caught up
to 'city cousins'
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department says farm
families have finally caught up
with their city cousins in terms of
annual income.
"As a group, farm operator
households have entered the U.S.
mainstream," says a report by the
department's Economic Research
Service. "They no longer have low
income relative to non-farm
households."
There are lots of reasons for the
catchup, including a decline in
farm families over many years,
outside jobs and other factors.
One of the underpinnings of support in Congress for expensive
farm programs has been the traditional income gap between rural
and urban people.

1981
Ford LTD

1985
Ford Escort
Wagon

c
t 6r

Eagle

2400 East Wood Strad., - Paris, TN
642-5661
1-000-74H 6816
-

Miiiray Ledger & Times

By Pet

Dr. Fayte Brewer (left), managing director of Semillas Pioneer of Seville, Spain, presents a check for
$3,600 to Dr. John Mikulcik, professor of agriculture at Murray State University, to sponsor a graduate
assistant in the Department of Agriculture for 1990-91. The donation is the second made by Semillas
Pioneer to support a graduate assistantship in agriculture on the campus.
MU photo by Barry Johnson

Conservation would suffer under budget cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) — If Congress and the White House don't
solve the government's budget
problems, soil and water conservation programs will suffer along
with other Agriculture Department
services.
An analysis by the department's
budget office says a "sequester"

Cattle 412 calves 8 compared to
last week. Slaughter steers and
heifers untested. Cows steady-1.00
lower. Bulls steady. Calves
1.00-2.00 lower. Vealers untested.
Feeder steers and heifers 2.00-3.00
lower.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility
and few commercial 53.50-54.50,
cutter and boning utility 1-3
47.00-55.00 high dressing
57.50-60.00, cutter 1-2
47.75-48.50.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade
11830 lb. indicating 80 carcass
boning percent 68.50, yield grade
102 980-1335 lb. indicating 77-79
percent 57.00-62.50.
Slaughter calves: good and
choice 365-440 lb. 71.00-79.00.
Feeders: steers— medium No. 1
200-300 lb. 106.00-130.00,
300-400 lb. 91.00-103.00, 400-500
lb. 91.00-94.50, 500-600 lb.
83.50-90.50, 643-695 lb.
78.00-81.00, medium No. 2

Now Offering

Tobacco Fire Insurance
Low rates per $100 of insurance
Insure up to $3,000 per acre

Contact Bob Hargrove or Stan Grief

Jackson Purchase
Agricultural Credit Association
Hwy. 641 N., Nturray

753-5602

Attention Mr. Farmer
For Your
Tobacco Needs
Call Your
Friends At

tAg

plan to cut federal spending would
result in unpaid furloughs for thousands of Soil Conservation Service
employees.
Overall, about 90 percent of the
department's 100,000 fulltime
employees would be affected one
way or another by the layoffs and
other savings measures.

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET

Attention Farmers

0

HUTSON AG SERVICE

300-500 lb. 75.00-84.00, 500-600
lb. 73.00-81.00, 800 lb.
69.00-73.00, large No. 2 400-500
lb. 79.00-83.00, 500-600 lb.
71.00-80.00, 690 lb. 72.00,700-770
lb. 60.00-65.00, small No. 1
400-500 lb. 84.00-91.50, 600-700
lb. 71.00-84.00.
Heifers: medium No. 1 190 lb.
86.00, 400-500 -1b. 82.50-84.50,
500-600 lb. 76.50-85.75, 600-700
lb. 79.00-85.75, 825 lb. 63.50,
medium No. 2 300-500 lb.,
71.00-81.00, 500-600 lb. 72.00,
small No. 1 450-590 lb.
70.00-79.00.
Stock cows and calves: medium
and large No. 1 730.00-940.00 with
200-360 lb. calves at side. Medium
No. 2 620.00-660.00 with 200 lb.
calves at side.
Stock cows: medium
1650.00-740.00 with 4-9 year and
4-6 month bred.

Budget cuts forcing
withdrawl of federal
inspection services
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Agriculture Department has notified the nation's 6,300 meat and
poultry plants that budget cuts will
force the withdrawal of federal
inspection services this fall.
Lester M. Crawford, administ
.
rator of the department's Food Safety
and Inspection Service, said Thursday layoffs of inspection personnel
will effectively close the plants
during those periods.
The layoffs, or furloughs, would
begin Oct. 1 under an initial
seqtftster order by President Bush,
he said. A final determination
would be made by Oct. 15 if Congress and the White House fail to
reach a budget agreement.
Crawford said the initial furloughs would be for a maximum of
36 hours during the Oct. 1-14
period.

The White House, citing the
Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction
law, has ordered the across-the.
board cut of federal spending to
begin in October if no budget
agreement is reached.
By law, the Soil Conservation
Service is responsible for defining
highly erodible land and wetlands,
and for helping farmers develop
and install conservation plans in
order to continue qualifying for
USDA program benefits.
The agency said planning of the
necessary projects has been completed but that only about 30 percent of the necessary 'Measures
have been installed.
Under the law, farmers have
until Dec. 31, 1994, to install
approved conservation systems..
Swampbuster provisions require
the Soil Conservation Service to
lave wetland determinations completed by Dec. 31, 1991, and an
inventory of wetlands ready by the
end of 1992.
Besides these mandated timetables, the conservation service also
must provide technical assistance
for the vast Conservation Reserve
Program, which now has about 34
million acres under 10-year
contracts.
The program provides financial
assistance to convert highly erodible cropland into protective grass
or trees. It also provides annual
rental payments over the 10-year
contract, averaging almost $50 per
year per acre.
A sequester of 31.9 percent in
the USDA spending for the fiscal
year that will begin Oct. 1 would
cut about $7.3 billion from programs that otherwise would cost
$22.9 billion in 1990-91.
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Food stamps, school lunches and
other entitlement programs costing
around $23 billion next year would
mostly be exempt from the cuts.
Under a 31.9 percent sequester
used in the analysis — and officials
say it could go higher — the conservation money still available for
1990-91 would be used mainly to
help meet the deadlines ordered by
law.
That would be done "at the
expense of other conservation operations such as the water quality initiative, soil mapping and other
operations, the USDA report said./
"Continued assistance to the
nearly 3,000 conservation districts
would also be jeopardized, and it
would be necessary to reduce services at most SCS field offices," it
said. "Even with the best efforts to
meet the higher priority needs, it is
unlikely that many of the ... conservation targets could be met."

Growers
Mini Warehouse
Second & Maple

753-1933 4984142 753-6414
Murray
Hazel
Wiswell

See us for:

Storage Bays Available Now

•Dipel •Off-Shoot-T
•MH-30
•Orthene

753-3678
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Non-healing wound
could be serious
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My 79-year-old
mother had her gallbladder and part
of her intestine removed in January.
Three weeks later, the incision burst.
To date, it has not healed, and the
drainage looks and smells like feces.
Her doctor disagrees.
DEAR READER: This is a serious
situation because, according to my
calculations, your mother has had a
draining wound for more than six
months. The fecal smell could be due
to bacterial infection - or to an abscess at the site of surgery. In the
worse scenario, she could have a ruptured bowel with spillage of waste
matter near the incision.
I urge you to take your mother to
another surgeon for a second opinion.
She will need further surgery to remove infected tissue and repair the
possible defect.
After bowel surgery, my father had
a similar but less serious problem: a
deep incisional defect that would not
heal, despite the surgeon's assurances
that it should. My father eventually
sought another opinion, had several
non-dissolved sutures removed and is
now perfectly normal.
Non-healing surgical wounds are
almost always contaminated by foreign material or by bacteria. Until the
wound is cleaned and this material removed, the incision will remain open,
permitting the entry of still more bacteria. This leads not only to ill health
but to other dangerous consequences,
notably abscesses, peritonitis (infection of the abdominal lining) and bowel obstruction. Get help for your
-mother - now.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach To
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send ;1.25 with
their names and addresses.to P.O. Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: All too often, I
loose all energy, get .very weak and
just drop from exhaustion. I have a
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SCHOOL STARTS TOMORROW,
MARCIE . I NEED TO BORROW
A NOTEBOOK, SOME PAPER, A
RULER AND A PENCIL ...

UteS

thyroid condition treated with Euthroid, narcolepsy treated with Ritalin
and also take Premarin tablets following a hysterectomy. My doctor
says all tests are normal, yet the fatigue definitely isn't.
DEAR READER: You have two ailments that are associated with fahypothyroidism
tigue:
and
narcolepsy.
In the former, the thyroid gland is
deficient; it manufactures too little
thyroid hormone. This can lead to depression, constipation, weakness,
mental dullness and exhaustion. The
fatigue is constant, however, and not
cyclical as yours apparently is. Also,
you are taking thyroid replacement
Euthroid, which should correct the deficiency and prevent symptoms.
Therefore, I do not believe that hypothyroidism is a cause of your
exhaustion.
Narcolepsy, on the other hand, is a
neurological disorder marked by periodic, sudden attacks of sleep and loss
of muscle tone. The cause is unknown.
Treatment with methylphenidate (Ritalin) often prevents these full-blown
attacks, enabling narcolepsy patients
to lead normal lives. If you are not receiving quite enough of the drug, partial attacks (experienced as exhaustion) can occur.
I suggest you ask your doctor for a
referral to a neurologist, who should
be able to adjust your medicine so as
to minimize your episodes of fatigue.
You might also want to check with
your doctor about other possible
cau*s of fatigue. Premarin (female
hormone) is not associated with fatigue, so I don't believe that the drug
plays any role in causing your
symptoms.

PETER
,
GOTT, M D

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED TO
`fa), SIR, THAT THOSE
ITEMS CAN BE PURCHASED'AT
YOUR NEAREST STORE?
-
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice-

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINt;
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky will hold a Public
Hearing on September 10, 1990 at 5:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers, City
Hall Building, 207 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from
the public regarding proposed 1989 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:
Tax Rate Per $100
Revenue
Assessed Valuation
Expected
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate and
0.3307
S688,588
Revenue Produced
(2) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
0.3227
724.639
Year and Expected Revenue
-(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
0.3103
696,794
Expected Revenue
(4) Revenue Expected from
0.3227
3,770
New Property
(5) Revenue Expected from
0.3227
192,938
Personal Property
(6) Tax Rate Proposed for
0.0435
138,045 ,
CERS Unfunded Liability

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a public hearing on September 11, 1990
at 1:00 p.m. at the County Courthouse for the purpose of obtaining comments from
the public regarding the proposed tax rate.
Tax rate levied last year
11.1
Revenue produced
500,943
Compensating rate
10.8
Revenue from compensating rate
533,650
1990 proposed rate
11.1
Revenue expected from 1990 rate
548,473
Revenue expected from new prop.
11,587
Revenue expected from pers. pro.
150,010
Revenue expected from mtr. veh.
132,173
Revenue expected in excess of last year's revenue will be used for general govt.
purposes. The tax rate for 1990 remains the same as the rate for 1989!'
-The Ky. Gen. Assembly requires that the Calloway Co. Fiscal Court publish this
notice with the information contained herein.
George H. Weaks
Judge/Exec.. Callow ay Co

, LaTy Myers, am no longer responsible for anyones debts other than my
own

William N. Cherry
Mayor

Classified Ads:

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

FAST
DEPENDABLE

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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\

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
September 18, 1990 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, City Hall 'for the purpose of hearing
comments on a zoning plan for newly annexed
areas to the City of Murray.
Tract I contains 168.5996 acres and is known
as the Old Tappan Property located east of
Industrial Road and north of Kentucky Flighway 94. The proposed zoning classification for
this area is Floodway.
Tract II contains 9.989 acres owned by the City
of Murray and located at the intersection of
Melvin Henley Drive and Robert 0. Miller
Drive. The proposed zoning classification for
this tract is Industrial.
Tract III contains 116.1732 acres and is known
as the Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Park and located east of U.S. 641 and south of
Max Hurt Drive. This tract also includes land
owned by the KWT Railroad and the J & J
Railroad, The proposed zoning classification'
for this tract is Industrial.
All interested persons are encouraged to attend and
participate. If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn. Chairman Don Elias,-City -Planner
Murray Planning
Dept. of Planning
Commission
& Engineering ,
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1 -- Sunday
5 Persia. today
9 Small lump
12 Turkish
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13 Simple
14 Anglo-Saxon
money -15 Designate
17 Reporter
19 Lures
21 Path
22 Goddess of
discord
24 Concerning
25 Study
26 Moccasin
27 Violin
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29 Tantalum
symbol
31 Anger
32 Hypothetical
force
33 Sun god
34 Criticize
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Cash and Carry
New and used
items.
VCR's,
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much more.
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Legal
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
1990 PROPOSED TAX RATE
PUBLIC HEARING

The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying a
tax rate of 50.3227 which will be spent in the public safety departments,of city
government. The S0.0435- tpecial tax levy is authorized byA(RS 78.330(3.
and will be used to underwrite the unfunded liability of transferring police .e.,1
fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement. '
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
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8 Recent
9 Pretty 10 Island off
Ireland
11 Great (dog)
16 Printer s
measure
18 Wild plum
20 Self-esteem
22 Heroic event
23 Unusual
25 Social group
27 Pleat
78 Vision
29 Caudal
appendage
30 Dollseed
34 Participants
36 Kind of
cheese
37 Sold
39 - Forces
41 Wander
42 Pain
43 Hired
Graftedgunman
44
heraldry
45 That thing
47 Ventilate
49 High card
50 Sailor
collog
53 Ed s concern

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Astro 8 Passenger
Van $336 MO'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title la License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease.

GLASS Replacement, for
home auto and business
Repair storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches, replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers,also mirrors. and glass
table tops cut to size Mirror
frames and picture frames
MG Complete Glass Di
xieland Center 753-0180

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
GRAND Opening
Mrs
Gable's Psychic and Astro'"
ogy Psychic and astrology
readings All readings are
private and confidential
Torot card reading also By
appointment only $5 off
any reading with this ad
Call 247-9671 Located in
Mayfield

030

Card
of Thanks

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Louise
Scarbrough
express
our appreciation and
thanksfor the expressions
of sympathy
shown to us during the
illness and death ofour
mother.
Thanks to all relatives
and
friends,
Dr.
Hughes, the nurses at
Long Term Care, Me
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, and Bro.
John Dale for all their
help and kindness.
The Children
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3, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
015

Miiiray Ledger & Times
270

140

LOST kitten near Main &
14th. Male, brown and
back stripes, white paws
Piease call 753-3474.
anytime

2 POSITIONS open for full
tirne and part time Apply at
puryear Mine Mart
CHURCH organisychoir di
'rector needed Holy Cross
Catholic church. Paris,
Item 1 service on Sunday,
p.‘13 choir practice during
week. Some special see
i..xts occasionally during
week 901-642-4681
CORRECTIONS RECREATION LEADER The Kentoky State Penitentiary in
Lyon County is accepting
applications for Corrections
Recreation Leader Pernatent Full-time Salary
7ange $13,668 $17,796
E-ull range of benefits, inluding life and health insurance, retirement 'plan,
,)aid vacation and sick
eave MINIMUM RE)UIFTEME NTS Graduate
a college or university
with a bachelor's degree in
oacreation, physical educeson Of related field Experi.nce in planned recreation,
•nysical education Of relied activities will subst..ite for the required college
n a year-for-year basis
;Ontact• Mrs Anne Choat,
iersonnel Administrator,
<y State Penitentiary, Box
'28, Eddyville, KY
2038-0128. (502)
.38 2211.

NURSE

I

ASSISTANTS
State Approved Nurse
Aide Tra,ining Program
free to qualified applicants. Applications are
being taken for 3-11 &
7-3, full time and part
time. Apply in person at
West View Nursing
Home, 1401 S. 16th St.,
Murray. KY 42071
EOE M/F
H R Dumplings now accepting applications for
cook, dishwasher, busboy
and hostess Apply in person between 2 4pm, MonFri
INDIVIDUAL to perform
cleaning services at the
Hazel. Kentucky Post Office Contact the Postmaster for further information
492-8845 Bids will be accepted till Sept 14, 1990

is seeking a Parts
Counter Person with an
automotive background.
Vacation. hospitalization. uniforms. Salary
commensurate with experience Apply in personSee Stan Scott between
9 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
No phone calls, please
INVESTIGATORS Mortgage seeks individuals with
good communication skills
Excellent salary Call
1-800-421-2762

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED'Hope for the future'?
You may quality if. 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
:RIVERS wanted, retired, Industry Council- J.T.P.A,
2k Good driving record, 21
Call JTPA Out Of School
years old, will be out of town 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
'ir extended periods of 8a m -11 30a m
ame on occasion (56
:Jays). Mechanical know- NEED healthy ladder
edge a plus Send .applica- climbing, nail driving helper
for a few weeks Hours
ion
.to PQ Box 104OR Murflexible 4 50/hr Apply at
.ay, Ky 42071
M&G Glass Dixieland
EXCELLENT INCOME' Center
easy work! Assemble
imple products at home NEW mother needs help
Call now! 1-601-3852589 with light housework 1-2
hours anytime during the
at 2329
day, Mon-Thursday LoeiAVE you done farm work cated in town call
within the last year'? For 759-4556 Will provide
example Stripping to- transportation if needed
eacco. hauling hay, feeding
'mete, etc Do you need PERSON needed for light
opip in finding work'?) Are delivery Must be neat in
you interested in training'? If appearance know the
so. please cohtact Rita area, and preferably have
Shelton, Field Representa- an economical car Call for
eve, Kentucky Farm Work- appointment Mon-Fri beers Program. Murray Court- tween 10am-6pm.
oouse, 3rd floor, Murray, 759-4091
'42071
Phone
7-,̀3 0708
.
The Murray Independent
School
Full and Part-tijne
District is accepthelp needed for all
ing
applications
positions. Apply in
for
the
position of
person.
Kids
Company
Aide
part-time.
Interested persons
14,07 West Main
should submit a
letter of application to Murray
HEALTH EDUCATOR/
STAFF NURSE, Student
Board of EducaHealth Services. Nine-month,
tion,814 Poplar by
staff position to begin fall
12 noon Tuesday,
semester 1990. This posiuon
Sept. 4, 1990.
is • responsible for planning.
Ilrganizing, and coordinating
a comprehensive health edoSTRONG accounting backcatA program while serving
ground with computer
as a staff nurse in the clinic.
skills Prior business experIle qualified candidate will
ience helpful, prior law ofbe a motivated, progressive,
fice experience helpful
innovitive individual with
Must enjoy dealing with
proven teaching abilities.
public Salary commensuApplicants must possess a
rate with qualifications and
bachelor of science degree in
experience Send resume
nursing, teaching expenence,
with references to PO Box
plus a minimum of three years
1040K Murray. Ky 42071
professional nursing experience. Primary care nursing
expenence in an ambulatory
care facility preferred. Creativity, public speaking skills,
and ability to work with a
variety of clesteueneies are
important. Student Health
The health insurServices offers comprehenance
business is good.
sive pnmary health care serWe offer a high-qualvices to the silents at Murray
ity individual line
State University. Salary comwith a very competimensurate with qualifications
tive price.
and expenence, and a comprehensive employee benefits
Full-time
and
plan is provided Please send
brokerage available in
resume along with salary rethe Calloway County
quirements and the names and
area.
addresses to three references
Must have A&H
to: Roberta Garfield, Adminiand Life license.
stresor, Student Health Ser-

()wen's Food
Market

HEALTH
INSURANCE
SALES

vices, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
(502)762-3809 E0E/MFV11
1-4(SUSEKEEPER needed,
permanent position, 2 or 3
days week General house
cleaning, washing. ironing,
etc Must be reliable and
like children Contact PO
Box 1040A Murray, Ky.
42071 with personal information and references

Call: 502-781-7270
from 8:30 a.m.-12 Noon

430

Farm
Equipment

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Want
To Rent

SALES reps and telephone
workers wanted Call
759-1072

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

MASSEY-FERGUSON
backhoe for sale
474-2779

3BR, 14 bath plus lot Can
be seen between
4 7 30pm Call 753 9671

SECRETARY needed for
temporary general office
work No special qualifications necessary Call
759-4091 Mon Fri,
1Clam-5pm

BUYING aluminum cans
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA r
Recycling 753-4741

GRADUATE student seek
,ng room with private bath
only need from Monday
pm Wednesday am
Please call (502)683-3625
Ask for Mantra Temple

Penn:male
GOLD CREDIT CARD
-VISA/MASTERCARD
UUARANTEED CASH AD
VANCES no security deposit no credit check
1 c.100-226-0048 $19 95 fee

110

Ward
To Eluy

R.N.IS
Immediate
openings
available for 3 R.N. management positions
Assistant Director of
Nursing
Administrative
Nurse Coordinator
I. Quality Assurance
Z. Comprehensive Resident Assessment

CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-2061
MURRAY Recycling - cans,
40Ib, cars, scrap metal
Guaranteed weights Open
8-5pm, 8 1 Sat Old Rice
-Futrell junk ya.d

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD Green or seasoned Delivered or picked
up 492 8254 after 5pm

BY your request we have in
stock 1442, 2 bedroom for
only $11,900 00 Please
hurry, only 2 left in stock
Bargain Home Center
641S Paris, TN
(901)644-1176
DOUBLE wide mobile
home 26x52, 2tx, 2 bath,
newly remodeled, large
front porch, carport, central
heat and air, $12,500
642-2623 after 4pm

ENJOY custom features at
TOM Jones LP containing
theosong 'Keep On Run- OVATION guitar acoustic a reasonable price We feaning' Phone 753-1916, electric, 1 year old Excel- ture Southland American,
ask for Greglent condition 247-7639 af- the quality manufacturer of
mobile homes in the southter 3 30pm
USED Solotlex with buteast Elegant design at fair
Staff Development
SILVER Yamaha student prices! Bargain Home Centerfly attachment
Coordinator
trombone $175 Call ter 6415 Paris, TN
753-7307 or 436-2907
1. Insert ice .trairling
753 1635 after 5pm
(901)644-1176
WE buy junk batteries
2; Nurse aide training
$2 25 per unit Marshall Co
Competitive salaries and
Battery 527-7122
20
KEITH Baker Homes has
benefits. Interested prosold over 5,000 homes. We
fessionals apply at
Miscellaneous
are Tennessee's #1 Fleet150
West View "— — Articles
GET your own -900 tete wood dealer we save you
Nursing Home
phone number Be paid up money check us out Hwy
For Sale
4
Paris,
1401 South 16th St.
TN
to $25 per call! Others are 79E
1990 SINGER open arm
doing it. So can you! 1-800-533-3568.
Murray, Kentucky
sewing machine Works
24-hour information from WHY Rent'? When
E.O.E. M/F
you can
great, zig zag, monogram, the
'900' Group, buy a 1991 14
wide 2br
etc Sold for over $350 Pay
1-900-446-0210 Cost $4 home
furnished Delivered
TELEPHONE sales people balance of $91 10 or $14
minute
and set up for as low as
month
per
Phone
needed with strong, dear
HUTCH wood stove $13500 per mo, on apvoices for a strong badge 753-3315
proved credit. At Keith
deal, selling tickets and ad- 20' HIGH white commode, 436-2573
vertising Top pay for right shower stool, potty chair for MULCH, picked up or deliv- Baker Homes Hwy 79E,
Paris, TN, 1-800-533-3568
people, part-time and full- convaltkcent, like new
ered Also buyer of stand
time available Call Woodrnaster woodburning ing timber McKnight & WHY rent when you can
759-4091, Mon -Fri
heater, bumper for Jeep Sons Sawmill 753-1132 or own this beautiful 28x52
10am-5pm
doublewide for less than
with winch mounted on
753-5305.
TRUCK driver trainees no antique grandmother wall LARGE,large, large, selec- your rent payment! 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, built-in
experience? Want to drive dock, excellent condition, tion of larger
size storage kitchen Delivered to your
a truck'? Call J W collece some odds and ends
489-2711 call after 6pm If buildings in stock, ready for lot for only $27,900 00 Bar(901)247-3288
immediate delivery For gain Home Center 6415
'.no answer leave message
sale or rent-to-own,some (Camden Hwy) Paris, TN
UP to $15 hour processing will return call
restrictions Acree Portable (901)644-1176
mail checks guaranteed
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
Free details, write, SD
12610 Central Suite E-Z GO 4 wheel golf cart 247-7831
255-TKY Chino CA 91710 $500 759-4822
280
SAVE UP TO 30% at our
"'Mobile
641N
location
on
storage
LONG
white
wedding
gown
from
WORK
home $60 per
Homes For Rent
100 preparing mail Infor- with lace and pearls, size buildings Acree Portable
10 Matching veil with white Building
mation send stamp to K S
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Enterprises P 0 Box floral wreath headpiece
or unfurnished. Some new
5157 PYR Hillside NJ $150 OBO 753-0218 or
furniture, natural gas753-5592 after 4pm
07205
electric, air conditioned
Business
Shady Oaks 753-5209
PICTURE window 6'x6'
Services
with storms, $75
'CLEAN used homes' 4 to
753 136
choose from For good low
PRIVATE Investigator with cost housing don't miss
EXPERIENCED home
22 years city and state in- these at Keith Baker
health care for elderly or SAVE 25-75% off name vestigation experience. Homes Hwy 79E Pans TN
*Accident 'Criminal *Civil 1-800-533-3568
sick. Some domestic work br -and merchandise
included Call 753-4590 for Clothes, shoes, furniture, *Personal or Corporate
baby
items,
tools, tv and *Missing Persons Your "DOUBLE wide' close out
information
VCR cabinets, microwave needs, our specialty Call sale We are liquidating all
RICHARD Rowlands Car- carts, home entertainment Confidential Investigations,- our 1990 stock to make
pentry and Masonry Gen- cabinets, something for (502)753-2641
room for new models Save
eral contractor building and everyone. 800 S. 4th (S.
$$$$ no reasonable offer
remodeling, brick and block 121) Murray, Ky, Mon-Sat
refused. Keith Baker
laying, concrete work
9-5
Homes Inc. Hwy 79E Paris,
502 - 24 7 - 694 7
TN. 1-800-533-3568.
502-247-6381
LOTS of home for your
14x75 MOBILE home 2br,
155
WILL stay with sick or el$$$$$ 16x80 three bed2 bath, front kitchen
derly Live in or out
room, 2 bath homes with
489-2918
Appliances
753-0785
built-in kitchens Full price
1972 ATLANTIC 12x60 with central air, $21,900 00
refrigerator
and
STOVE
WILL watch children in my
good condition 489-2410 completely furnished and Bargain Home Center 841
home, Mon-Fri Call Jenremodeled on inside
South (Camden Hwy)
nifer 753-2740
437-4813
Pans, TN 644-1176.,.
WOULD you like to come
1981 14x65, 2br, 1 bath
home to a clean house'?
wood beam ceiling garden
290
Call Nannette 753-4339 3
tub ceiling fan, and central
Heating
years experience and
air, excellent condition
And Cooling
references
435-4298
Business
Opportunity
COMPLETE business inventory, several thousand
books, newest videos,
greeting cards, craft and
gift items, custom book
shelves, counter, tables,
electronic typewriter, balloons, Tandy 1000, color
monitor, printer and software Seller provides shipping and delivery within
reasonable location Cash
$26,000 901-247-3380 or
901-247-3957 pm
INTERIOR DECORATING,
A CAREER OPPORTUNITY Do you have a flair for
decorating? Tired of the 9-5
routine" If you quality for a
Decorating Den franchise,
you will benefit from A
successful and proven business formula, on-going
training taught by professionals national advertising and recognition, quality
products and sources, best
of all, you are not alone' No
obligation, call now to learn
about Decorating Den!
(502)354-6977
sin
Inetruetkxv
PIANO Lessons - experienced teacher with music
degree has openings for
new students 489-2410

,23
'1'o'

Good Condition
Furniture
For Sale.

753-9469
ANTIQUE vanity dresser
and antique tredle sewing
machine 436-5269 or
753-5464

NEAL'S new and used furniture, appliances and cars
Just opened at 103 B St
Benton, Ky 527-0403
QUEEN size waterbed.
book shelf headboard,
drawer pedestal baby bed
water mattress fits regular
size crib Call mornings or
nights 753-5720
SOFA and chair, beige and
brown, brown recliner. rust
recliner, dive green chair,
Wurlitzer console organ
with bench All in excellent
condition 753-7687

INSTRUCTION

7 TOBACCO scaffolds
$150 each 753-3229

LEBANON,TN

Call: 502-749-5404
from 12 Noon-6 p.m.
and ask for

Ronnie Taylor
Agency Assistant V.P.

1-800-334-1203

300
Business
Rentals
FOR LEASE - 3000sq ft a
retail space in Bel Air Center Corner location next to
Sears Call 753-4751

ATTENTION farmers
Clark wheat seed is now
available at your Southern
States Co-Op store Excel
lent price while supplies
last 753-1423
ATTENTION farmers
Southern States Co-Op is
ready to spread your farol
ize and seed Give us a call
satisfaction guaranteed
753 1423

2BR apartment, all appliances furnished Lease
and deposit required No
pets Call after 6pm,
753-6615
2BR duplex in Northwood
$325/mo 759-4406
MODERN 2 br duplex, carport,- outside storage All
appliances Apcluding economical hegt pump system
Convenient location No
pets
753-7947 or
753-3778
SHARP 2br duplex with
central heat/air, Westwood.
Discounted rent, $330
753-8734

1703 MILLER, 2br house, 1
bath $230 rent plus $200
deposit References, no
pets 753-6350

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th St.

If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are pgid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$56.04 per month.

18ft GOOSENECK stock
trailer, $1700 759-4163 after 5pm

FOR your real estate listings, sales, or auctions,
contact one of the oldest
offices in Murray Wilson
Real Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222 toll tree
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

DUPLEX 1-3br apartment,
1-1br apartment Located
corner of 5th & Pine Call
489-2926 after 6pm
DUPLEX for sale. Each unit
has 2BR's, dishwasher,
disposal, built-in microwave, central heat/air,
washer/dryer hook-up, ceiling fan and private fenced
in backyard Landscaped
and well maintained Just
over 1 year old, excellent
income, serous inquiries
only Call 759-1107 after
5 30pm
LIFE'S-a beach, then you
can move to one! We tea
ture a large selection of
homes ideal for lake living
Give us a try before you
buy! Bargain Home Center
641S Paris, TN
(901)644-1176
NEW house for sale or
trade, $80 s ?59-1084
REDUCED 2br, lba home
on canal. 3 large tots in
Lakeway Shores Priced to
sell, nice country home on 5
acres, horse barn, pond
At 2 5 acres fenced MTG
Realty 753-4000
REDUCE your taxes by
owning your own home We
can show you how at Bargain Home Center 641S
Paris, TN (901)644-1176

3BR, 2 bath, LR kitchen,
garage, good condition,
very low utilities, close to
downtown 753-1566

CX500 Honda with windshield Good condition
753-3114
490

1949 MG convertible ki
car, soft top 3000 miles
753 6497 after 3pm

AKC black Lab puppies for
BY Owner 3br, central
sale Good bloodlines,
heat/air, jacuzzi. 1610 Kirkmales and females, $125
wood
753-0111 or
Call 901-247-3220 (Pu753-5902
ryear, TN)

1973 PONTIAC. 400 engine, 4 door, good condi436-5269 or
tion
753-5464

380
Pets
Supplies

AKC COCKER Spaniel
pups, $100 each, AKC
Schnauzer pups, $100
each, ears trimmed Naas
901-352-2416, days
901-986-3693
AKC puppies, various
breeds
$75 up
615-746-5355
DOG Obedance training
No force Problem stilving
Fast, effective, easy.
436-2858

ROTTWEILER, pups, AKC
females Good with kids
New Concord, Ky
436-2514
d00

SHELLED peas, butter
beans, and horticultures,
canning raters, purple
hulls, Free Stone peaches,
apples, Red, Goldens and
Molly Reds, by the bushel
Keeling Mater Farm between Mayfield and Paducah. 856-3257
410
Public
Sale

Yard Sale

Used
Cars

New on the Market

r

1111141.111

A—
ra

111111Nrirril
AL. --- 4.,,
- kii

Charming older home has been decorated with
plush carpeting, wallpaper, and chair rail. Affordably priced and easy to finance.

Coleman Real Estate
108 N. 12th

SUll•
p n'an'
S
Par
& Spo .s•olf
"S Center

753-9898

LOCATION;
Lin.ES
NORTH OF MS1.1
OviN '6TH E T
MURRAY. KY

GP/Executive Par 2
GO Course
1VG oil Range
13atting Cages
?"Miniature Golf
(502)753-1152

FULLY STOCKED GOLF SHOP

PGA PRO

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

2BR., 1 ba on 3 acres,
24'x32' metal shop MUST
SELLI COMMERCIAL or
farm land, on heavily
traveled North 641 30
acres with traitor hook-up
and drive way Road frontage on 3 sides Call today
for more information,
753-4000 MTG Realty

TOYOTAS COST
IN MURRA

CARS
Xi Toyota Corolla
'80-Toyota Camry —
'89 Accord LX1
19 Mercury Tai GS
'89 Toyota Camry
'19 Accord SEI
'89 Clod? Daytona
19 Acura
'89 Cressida
'89 Ford Escort
18 Toyota Tercel
18 Toyota Corolla
'88 Os Cutlass Calais .
'18 Nissan Pulsar MX
'88 Mazda 929
18 Toyota Camry
'87 Honda Accord
17 Mazda RX7
17 Cry LE
'87 Buick LeSade
'87 Ford Tagus
17 Mazda 525 LX
16 OCs Cutlass Ciera
16 Toyota Cressida
16 Tercel 4WD Wgn
'86H0fldi Acold DX
15 Bud Centtry LTD
15 Toyota Supra
'85 Toyota Corolla
85 Ds its Suprerni
'85 Mazda GLC DI
85 Cressida Wagon
85 Toyota Camry LE
15 Um, Cird
85 Olds Delta 88
15 Buick Bet, Rat Aye
14 Buck Eletta
13 YdyoDL
'83 Cutlass Supreme
13 Toyota Corolla
Chevy Monte Clio__
12 Lit Ccctietal
'82 Ford
11 Pont Grand Lei's
'813 Oka CLrtiass Spat.
79 Toyota Can
71 Toycd Chtch

WE Guarant

Ifs as simple as
Rep3
Or
Well Ref
Your Mon

li
w;:laP11.....11111IMIN
134°.
"
°11$
1010
14101
STARTING UP OR SLOWING DOWN
This,horne could be your choice. 3 bedrooms, gas
heat,fenced back yard and conveniently located to
schools and shopping. Offered at $36,000.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

g30

Real

RACEWAY Auto
300 S 4th, 753-95f
$3000 and Under
Murray Move car
money}

That's right, if you a
happy with the operati
your used car or true
bought from us. retur
us within 3 days or
miles (whichever c
first) and we'll repair
we'll refund your m

Rain or Shine
Sat., Sept. 1 9-5
Mon., Sept. 3 9-2
No Early Sales
North 16th St. Ext.
(Almost to North
Elem. School)
Girls clothes, shoes,
toys, adult clothes,
odds & ends

Estate

"free local claim service"

DUPLEX for sale Each unit
has 2 oedrooms, dishwasher, disposal, built-in
microwave, central heat &
air, washer & dryer hookup, ceiling fan and private
fenced-in back yard, landscaped and well maintained Just over one uear
old Excellent income Serious inquires only Call
759-1107 after 530 pm

DOLL house interior Brick - •
3br, 2 bath country kitchen
with 42 cabinets, carport
and Outbuilding 759-1751

3BR, 2 bath, gourmet
kitchen with formal DR, on
2 shady lots in quiet subdivision. 1 mile from city limits, southwest district Mid
$80's 759-1084

For more information call:

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales & Appraisals
Roberts Realty, 753-1651,
or 489-2266.

'CLOSE Out' all our 1990
models must be sold No
reasonable offer refused If
you need a home now is the
time to see, J R Bill or Jim
at Keith Baker Homes Hwy
Paris,
79E
TN
1-800-533-3568

Motorcycles

753-1651

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

REPOSSESSED VA I& MUD
HOMES anoint*, horn government horn II you moan 40 weal
check Arno Orug "worn.and IR5
lorrocfornorts sold kr bock Anna
Cal 1-110L4112. MSS Er H-2125
for repo nil your aria
kcan 7 clays a west

470

APPLES for canning,freez
& drying McKenzie's
Orchard 753-4725

Large Victorian home with cupola and lots of
potential on appirximately one acre. In anyone's
price range at S19,500

Homes
For Sete

2BR house, Pine Bluff
shores Rent or sell on land 2 lots 1 3 acres each Hwy
contract 436-2693
94W Owner will finance
435-4583
CUTEST little old 2br
house around! Tons of storage in attic and basement
Ready Oct 1 Discounted
rent, $370 753-8734
SMALL 2br in Kirksey area CHERRY Corner area 73
acres $75,000, 53 acres
489-2377.
$35,000 For more informaTWO or 4BR house for rent tion call 753-3625
753-4109

Produce

KING size water bed Wood
headboard with mirror in
center, with storage drawers under bed, $200 Call
after 5pm, 759-4694

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

ALLIANCE

1988 CLAYTON mobile
home, 14x80 on 80x 180Iot,
3 miles east of Murray Real
nice with many extras
753-0218 Of 753-5592 after
4pm

1BR apartment, nea
downtown 753-4109

GERMAN Shepherd pup3 TON electric central heat/ pies. Excellent working
air unit excellent condition, background Pet priced
Also super litter, show
WO Phone 753-2913
homes only. 436-2858

DAYBED frame white, new
$75; two love seats plaid
$100, rust chair $25, playpen $15 Call 759-1567

30 FERGUSON tractor with
bushhog, $2500
753-8819

/mt on pant TIM innennin
0011 CFA nrseanom

1981 SKYLINE 14x65,
Northern built 2br, 1 bath,
central air, gas heat 12x10
porch Call 753-0667 after
5pm

360
Real
Esnn•

320
ApwUnents
For Rent

CL

\iw that we are entering our "garage sale seasonwe want you to .be inlormed 1111 11111 111111; 11 1 ,
We do work 2 days -in advance hi hotel setae
you. Deadlines are .11..Nt
and lit
on Sal. Yard sales do have to he paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 751-1916
Murray
classified depart mem
Ledger & Times

\

TRUCKS
88 Chtv114 Ti
88 Plymouth Vc/ager
18 Toyota 414
1
18 Toyota P1J
88 Chtliyi hp Side 1
81 Dodge Cori SE
'88 Chevy SiNtrado 1
17 Toyota 4.1)
4nner
17 Cher/ R10
16 Ford ?mica II
15 Chevy kilo
14 Plpouth heive LE,1
Open til 7 p.
Aubrey Hatcher
Mike Robertson
Mark Elkins
BM Calvert
Tom fhorman
Chad Cochran. Sales II

TOYOT
kadua,
515 S 12th
Murray, Ky

Ph:,
753-4^

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

CLASSIFIEDS
490

490

RACEWAY Auto Sales,
300 S 4th, 753-9586 Only
$3000 and Under lot in
Murray Move car for less
money!

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

SEIZED CARS - Pored* Mt
VOW Mc. Truck% ban,AMNIA
Tr,, warm% twinkle k•f
Drug ElliCKOSMS/11 Army, FBI,
IRS. Uebourrable taiwilas an lab
modals Available ma arm nor
CM 110$4112-7S56 EXT. clink
(QM 7 dem a mak)

1987 Ford
Bronco
1982 Wide
Glide Harley
Davidson
Motorcycle

1979 BONNEVILLE Pontiac station wagon. Motor,
Uansmission, tires, excellent condition Highway 280
next to MSU Golf Course
$495. 759-1559 or
753-2079

Contact
John Nix
753-1893

530

Services
Offered

'That's right, If you are not
happy with the operation of
your used car or truck you
bought from us, return it to
us within 3 days or 200
miles (whichever comes
first) and well repair it or
wall refund your money

Ifs as simple as that!

We!! Repair

It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Monny'

Von,4, w-le. STOMP

Chaolev

TRUCKS
Chevy 14 Ti
'8,987
'18 Phparth Yager _10,417
'81 Toyota 404
10,487
18 Toyota PU$,987
18 Cheri Step Side 11,987
88 Dodge Cravr SE 11487
11 Chevy SiNerado '11,187
11 Toyota Pular 12,987
17 Cheri R10 RD
1987
16 Ford Bronco II
'7987
15 Chevy Astro
'5,487
14 Ptriouth Vcylgtr
Open til 7 p.m.
Aubrey HatOie•
Mike RobertsofAark E • ^S

Tom f, -an
Chad Cochran. Sates f.1C,

TOYOTA
515 S 12th
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-4961

CARS
'86 Chevy Cavaller.1.........$4987
'88 Pontiac
$4981
'88 Dodge Aries
$4987
'87 Chevy Cavelier RS.54987
'87 Chevy Eurosport $4987
'87 Ford Taurus V6.-- $4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
$4987
'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987
'86 Ply. Horizon ......
14 Pontiac Fero

$2987

'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
'84 Ronautt Alliance__ $1487
'82 Datsun

$1487

'81 Olds Cutlass

$1987

TRUCKS
'87 Chevy 5-10

$4987

'86 Ford Ringer V6
'85 Ram 350 Marl

$4987
$4987

'77 Chevy Stepside Ven$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere'
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit si OK
Divorce V OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to boo*
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Monthly Payments

1970 BURNSCRAFT 31ft.
fiberglass houseboat. 225
Chrysler Marine V-8 with
Mercury out-drive Complete self-contained with
generator, gas range, AC/
DC, refrigerator, split bath
with separate shower.
Newly decorated, sleeps 6,
excellent condition,
$17,500 Moored at Cypress Springs Marina
753-8500 or 436-5371 attar
6Pel,
1979 17ft. MONARK
McFast fish and ski. 115hp
Evinrude, trailer, trolling
motor. Excellent condition
759-4158 after 6pm.

PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also, pontoon boats
for rent For more information call, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221
REDUCED 1976 Arrowglass bass boat 437-4813.
530
Services
Offered
AC Repair - We specialize
in window units Free estimate 436-2904
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753 5484

CUSTOM IITC1404 CASINETS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
GuNauar WARM Benne Burry 364^
•
n
liliV.......agermobL
5,i0,
,15,940

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

„e
44 Murray

Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

"°
"
5

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL or

437-4455 sae

No Job Too Small'.
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions

436-5272

Poison Control

753-.7588

489-2739

vviviAOSBHIILNEG
(502)753-0698

INC.

We Clean Anything, Anywhere, Anytime
405 S. 4th Murray, Kentucky 42071

Gentry Painting Co. k

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wm Gentry
Pt. 4 Box 177A, 'Autrey, Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
Only Stlyvieek

762-1100

Callte,VV:1916

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling. prages. decks, porches. Home =rile:lux

489-2303

759-4685

call: 753-1916
NIonda-Frida 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
To place your ad
VI

/?(((te

DO any type odd jobs: tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
blacktop driveways, light
hauling, and other types of
work. Free estimates Call
Robert Prescott, 753-2054
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

September 9th

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their
photo in
the Murray Ledger & Times., Saturday, Septe
mber 8th, 1990.
COUPON

GARY Rornsos - Portable
Welding Service 7 days a
weak
Hardin, Ky
(502)437-4892

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in vont.
paper. (Photo enclosed.)

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate

Name of child

Name of grandparents

G W. CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HANDYMAN - Painting,
plumbing, electrical, carpentry, etc. 24 hour
emergency service. All
work fully guaranteed. Very
reasonable rates.
436-2749

Barclay Ellen Dubrock
Grandparents:
David & Catherine DubroCk
Joe & Mary Ellen Thomason
Chris & Jean Greene
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child, selfaddressed envelope for return
of original photo and $7.00
to:

•
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Miirray Ledger & Times
YOU'VE GOT IT
This is what you've been asking for--A 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick ranch home with attached
garage, in excellent condition, good neighborhood, for only $53,500.

Kopperud Realty
7U Main St.

SHEETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8345

mates Specializing in
shingle work. 753-5812

Ohs, Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
We sump Visa I WC

See Salesman Ke'vin York
Sammy Eireds,aA Sa'es

Unitas
Offered

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying. Lawns, trees, HAULING, yard work, tree PLUMBING repairman with
and shrubs -unwanted ants removal, mowing. Free es- same day service Call
436.5255
and insects Call A-1 for timates 759-1683
professional service. Glen INSULATION Flown In By
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Joiner 753-0906
Sears TVA approved
Service Center, cleaningSave
on those high heating servicing
ABLE Construction Co
$15 most repairs
Building Contractors Resi- and cooling bills Call Sears $35, all brands 3rd Street
753-2310
for
tree
estimate
dential and commercial reAlmo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
novation, trim/framing car- KITCHEN CABINET RE- Mon -Fri 753-0530
pentry, also basements MODELING with wood
WILL landscape Bushhog
436 5598 '
grain formica, all colors ging
Free estimate
Free estimates. Wulff's Re436-5430
covery, Murray 436-5560
ANY remodeling, building,
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
painting & roofing Free esFor all your carpet and uptimates B & B Construcholstery cleaning For a
tion 436-5263
tree estimate call
APPLIANCE SERVICE. 753-5827 Satisfied
Kenmore, Westinghouse, references
Whirlpool 30 years experience Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.

CARS
'90 Toyota Coda
'1,787
'80oyotaCairyy
12987
49S
1979 ELDORADO Birraitz
19 Actord LXI
14,981 Sport
coupe, like new
Vans
19 MefOgy Tooaz GS.... 7,987 436-2427
1985 PLYMOUTH Voyager
1979 LINCOLN Continen- minivan, white,
air condi'89 Toyota Cam
'14,987 tal
Town car Cartier Edition
tioning, AM/FM cassette,
Nice,
locally
sold
new.
'89 Accord SEI
rear sleeper seat, 75xxx
11,917 $2995. 753-8024
Wayne
miles, asking $7200
19 Dodge Daytala 1,487 1982 CADILLAC Fleet- 759-9756
diks, 436-5385 APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Higgins
Factory trained by 3 major
wood Broughm, 2 door nights.
19 Acura
/0A7 coupe,
manufacturers. Most parts
low miles, loaded. 1988 DODGE
Caravan SE in stock, on
Backhoe
my truck All
Pontiac Formula 350, minivan Sharp, gray
'89 Cressida
17,987 1989
with work and parts warranted
1 owner, low miles, loaded. gray interior
.
, $7500. Ask for Andy
Service
at The Ap19 Ford Escort
'6987 753-0780, 436-5886.
753-3143.
pliance Works, 753-2455.
1984 CHEVROLET Cele- 1989 TOYOTA conversi
'88 Toyota Tercel
$,417 brity.
on
Nice car two tone van Raised roof, dual air, BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera'88 Toyota Cada
'7,987 blue, 4 door, 4 bylinder, captains
seats, stereo, built
tor. 30 years experience.
cruise, tilt, AM/FM cas- in color N. 19,000
miles,
18 Olds Cutlass Calais '7,987 sette, back window, defog, excellent condition, Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
a/c, soft interior Don't use $13,500
11111
753-8500 or 759-4664.
88 Nissan Pulsar NO 1,987 any
oil, automatic. $2295. 436-5371 after 6pm
Septic
Tanks
&
Can see on Hwy 280 next
18 Mazda 929
BACKHOE, trencher, exca14,987 driveway
Sewers
to Miller Golf
vating and hauling. Kenney
500
Call Us Anytime
18 Toyota Cary
10,487 Course. 759-1559.
Travis, 759-1039.
Used
Trucks
BLOCK & brick & concrete
17 Honda Accad LXI '1,487 1985 FORD Mustang con
759-4685
finishing Driveways, por1976 FORD F150 pickup
Operator
vertible 43 000 miles
'87 Mazda RX7
1,917 $6500 753-8778 after rebuilt 360 motor, body fair ches, new foundations, and for Former
Rex Camp Backhoe
chimney and repair work.
435-4435
17 Carry LE fir 10487 5pm
753-5476
4985
JEEP
Larado CJ7,
1986 TRANS Am loaded,
A LICENSED electrical
'87 Buid Abe
'1,987 t-tops
BOGARD
Paving - parking contractor: JAMES
753-6865 after /black, gold, hard and soft
C. GALtop, straight 6 cylinder, 5 lots, driveways sealing, LIMORE ELECTRIC. Com'87 Fad Tmus
16,981 5:30pm
speed 753-6497 after striping. 20 years experi- mercial and residential,
fast
1987 TRANS Am 38,000 3pm.
ence. For free estimate call courteous and efficient
17 Mazda 626 U
ser
'5,917 miles,
loaded, t-tops, excel753-9552
vice 759-1835
1988 CHEVY S10 Durango
condition $8900
86 Olds Cutlass Cita _1,987 lent
BUILDIN
G
Contract
4
3
auto,
or
ps/pb,
cruise,
air,
PAINTING interior and ex•
753-4225 after 5pm
22,000 complete custom Home improvements, pole tenor, references, 15
'86 Toyota Cressida '11,417 1988 DODGE Daytona 5 job.
years
barns,
portable
buildings, experience. 436-2962
Must see! Extra clean.
speed,
decks, gazebos Customer
Alpine tape deck, 753-2008
'86 Tercel 4WD Wgn '5,987 nose cover,
satisfaction guaranteed. PLUMBING - 24hr
louver, 25xxx
1988
JEEP
Cherokee
Free estimates L.E. Wil- emergency service. Water
16 Honda Accad DX '7,987 miles, $6200. 753-8651 or ited Edition, 4 door,, Limred, liams 489-2663.
and sewer lines, tree esti753-7393, ask for Joe
extra clean 753-1212
mates, reasonable rates
16 Bud Centry LTD '4,987 1989 4 door MAZDA 323 (1pm-5p
BUSINESS and residential Money back
m only please)
guarantee
air, 1 owner, 27,000
cleaning by the job, weekly,
16 Toyota Supra
10,987 with
4x4, 1989 FORD F150, bi-weekly, or monthly. 753-4200
miles, excellent condition
XLT Lariat supercab, fully 435-4146 or 753-4897
15 Toyota Corolla ... '4,617 Call anytime from loaded,
.
local truck Must
PAPER HANGING
8am-10pm, 759-1754.
BUILDER
:
sell
New
homes,
(901)247
-3288
'85 Olds Cutlass Supreme/987
framing, additions, gar1989 GRAND Am quad 4, REDUCED 1986 Chevrolet ages, barns, patios, decks,
15 Mazda ac DX '3,487 white,
loaded, excellent rapt loaded 437-4813
greenhouses, remodeling,
85 Cressida Yragr '7,917 condition, low mileage. Call 1968 CHEVY 1 ton w/ site preparati
on, hourly/
after 5pm, 759-4800.
contract. Tripp Williams,
dump
New
tires,
motor,
'85 Toyota Crory LE $,187
753-0563
brakes 759-4018
15 Um, Grrd UNquis ,1,917
CARPENTER decks,
JIM DAY
sin
fences and all other types
'85 Olds Delta 88
'6,487
PAIN
of carpentry work Free esTING
timates a759-1424
Campers
15 Butk Bec, Pit Aft $,417
753-4931
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1978 AIRSTREAM, 31ft
14 kei Electra ...........17
•
FREE ESTIMATES •
rear bath, twin beds, excel- and Cooling Service Comlent
plete
service
condition
on
central
,
all
new
acrylic
13 Volvo Dl
'3,487
$12 000 OBO 815E Col- cooling, all makes and R.B. MITCHEL
L PAVING
13 Cutlass Sure '2,417 CARS • TRUCKS lege, Mayfield 1987 GMC models. Call Gary at Driveways, parking
lots a
Suburban, 42,000 miles. 759-4754
specialty. Over 30 years
VANS
13 Toyota Corolla
247-9732
'2,987
experience 753-1537,
Finonc,no On The Spot
753-1221.
Iey Mini1985 32ft SPARTAN park
12 Chevy ionte Cat
model $6500 or trade
NVarehouses ROCKY COLSON Home
759-4414
12 LEL Cattental '4,497
Repair Roofing, siding,
Hwy. 121 South
painting, plumbing, conSizes from 5s10 to 10x2,0
12 Fad Firmont
1,487
520
crete. Free estimates Call
753-5562 if no answer:
YES
Boats
474-2307.
753-6078, 753-0996
'81 Pont Grrd Lekirs
Motors
Everything
ROGER Hudson rock haul'80 Olds Cutlass Sgeme.1,987
15 FT Jon boat, motor, and DAVIDSON Roofing
We Sell Is Under
Co All ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drivetrailer, depth finder, & troll- types of roofing.
Five Thousand Dollars ing
30 years way rock 753-4545,
79 Toyota Cacna
motor
$1500. experience. All work guar- 753-6763.
759-4822
Displayed
71 Toyaa Ca*
anteed in writing Free esti1,487 Price On& Payment
Each Verici•

WE Guarantee!

753-1222
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Cws

3, 1990

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Enclosed is $7.00 per child and stamped, selfaddressed envelope for return of picture.
Bring in by September 6, 3 p.m. to be published September 8th

Extra copies
of paper available
to send to
relatives

Grandparents' Day Greetings

•
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Coin Beat

OBITUARIES
Orville Owen
Mr. Orville Owen, 80, Route I.
Hazel, died Sunday at 1:20 p.m. at
Westview Nursing Home.
Born Oct. 25, 1909 in Calloway
County, he was a member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
churcn.
He was preceded in death by his
parents, Hardy Owen and Eula Mae
Outland Owen, and a grandchild.
He is survived by his wife,

Audie Erwin Owen, Route 1 Hazel;
one daughter, Jane Buchanan,
Route 1, Hazel; two sons, Edrick
Owen, New Haven, Mich. and
Freddie Owen, Nesbitt, Miss.;
seven grandchildren, 13 greatgrandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Miller Funeral Home in
Hazel.

Sebastian Blain Bradley
Graveside services for Sebastian
Blain Bradley, infant son of Stephen and Patricia (Clark) Bradley
of Murray, will be Tuesday at 2
p.m.
Bradley died Sunday, Sept. 2, at
Norton's Children's Hospital in
Louisville.
Other survivors include one
brother: Stephen Bradley Jr. of
Murray; his paternal grandparents:
Ted Bradley of W. Palm Beach.

Fla. and Barbar Parker and husband, Billy Joe, of Murray; and his
maternal grandparents: William
Clark of W. Palm Beach, Fla. and
Teresa Fowler and husband,
Michael, of Ashville, N.C.
Graveside services will be held
at the Murray City Cemetery with
Dr. Greg Earwood officiating.
There will be no visitation.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

American Paper Money
a Collector's Delight
by Dr. Joe
Fu hr mann
In my last column I pointed that
U.S. paper bills printed after World
War I are seldom worth much more
than face value. Even when they
are, collectors usually demand
crisp, uncirculated bills. People
who pulled silver and gold certificates from circulation and stuck
them in a safe place are wasting
their money. A savings account at
5% compound interest doubles
your money in about 13 years. I
predict that almost all circulated
silver and gold certificates in 13
years will be worth what they are
now: face value.
I do not say, however, that U.S.
paper money as such is a poor
investment. If you love and understand U.S. paper money, if you

study its price trends, if you regularly invest even small amounts of
money — you will almost certainly
build a collection which will rise in
value as years pass. You should
also know that fewer people collect
paper notes than coins, market
downturns hurt paper money values
more, and it takes their prices longer to recover. Even so, patient,
knowledgeable people will prevail.
Indeed, just as certain early-spring
plants need cold snaps to bloom,
such "negatives" may offer just the
right challenge to paper money
collector-investors.
As for the joy of collecting paper
money, it's endless. American paper money today is so drab as to
give no idea of the richness of the
past. Just think: the centerpiece of
the 1901 Lewis-Clark $10 bill was
powerful, unforgettable bison; an
Indian warrior once stared from

President says class is embarrassment
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
academic shortcomings of the University -of Louisville's latest
basketball recruiting class have.
been called an embarrassment by
school President Donald Swain.
But the latest problems — in
which four of the six 1990 recruits
were declared academically ineligible — are part of a long trend of

underachievement in the classroom
by U of L basketball players.
,Wkotrgraor,r. I.
'

"I think, frankly, it (the recruiting class) was embarrassing to the
University of Louisville," Swain
said. "I reacted that way, the trustees reacted that way, and many of
our best friends have reacted that
way."

ET.Fai
na

rrtEPA

TWO 144141.1.1&11Iii

Donations will let MSU's
graphic arts department
use new printing process

Governors to discuss education

I

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — The
nation's Southern governors, with
mixed success at best in school
,reforms in their own states, gather
by the Mississippi River next
weekend to seek a unified approach
to educating younger generations to
deal with the competition for jobs
in the future.
"The South can no longer rely
on the physical strengths of its
labor force for sustained economic
growth," said Gov. Ray Mabus of
Mississippi, chairman of the Southern Governor's Association and
host of this year's convention.
"We can no longer say to business or industry, 'come down
•SOuth, we can do it cheaper.'
We've got to say, 'come down
South, we can do it better."
The three-day convention opens
Sept. 9 in Natchez, an historic city
of 22000 that in the country's
younger days was known as the

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

roughest town on the Mississippi
River.
Mabus said the annual gathering
of chief executives from 17 states,
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico
is to examine educational systems
and see how states can better prepare students to enter the job
market.
Mabus opens the meeting with a
news conference Sunday, Sept. 9.
The governors, who will arrive early, will be feted at "Natchez Under
the Hill," a strip of commercial
establishments carved into the
bluffs overlooking the Mississippi
River, with old South cuisine and
music.
The conference itself begins
Monday, Sept. 10, with a speech by
Vernon Jordan, chairman of the
National Academy Foundation, followed by general sessions on
vocational-technical education
programs and what business skills
will be needed for the future.
The conference wraps up Tuesday with the governors Working on
regional policy goals and a further
discussion of vocational-technical'
training issues.
The 1990 meeting falls within an
election year for much of the
South. Ten of the 19 SGA states
have gubernatorial elections in
November.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

:::•;e4

753o
489 %ICS

Before the Need Arises. .

Teachers' strikes beget raises;
cause more teachers to strike

Ask Us About

Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800

duction of printed labels.
Monty Meacham, who is in charge
of Tek Pak's inventory control, is a
graduate of Murray State, where he
studied graphic arts.
"The donation from Tek Pak came at
just the right time," according to Dr.
Thomas E. Gray, chairman of the
Graphic Arts Technology Department. "We were in the process of
getting our recently donated flexographic press in operation and needed
paper and other supplies for the press.
The generosity and assistance from
Tek Pak is invaluable to our efforts to
become involved in this major printing process," Dr. Gray said.

Recent donations will enable me
Department of Graphic Arts Technology/Printing Management at Murray State University to become involved in the flexographic printing
process.
Tek Pak flexographic printers of
Evansville, Ind, has donated paper
and other flexographic printing supplies to the MSI) department. A
subsidiary of Creative Printing, a
sheet-fed offset printing company
which specializes in pharmaceutical
printiag, Tek Pak was established to
'utilize the advantages of the flexographic printing process in the pro-

been in power through intimidation
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
and scare tactics. Teachers stood
Teachers' strikes beget bigger
up and said, 'No more.' "
raises, which in turn beget more
teachers' strikes.
In Breathitt County, teachers are
That's the way it appears in
Kentucky's Bible belt these days, scheduled to meet at 3:30 p.m.
EDT Tuesday with Superintendent
anyway.
Three more eastern Kentucky Hargus Rogers.
The discussion will cover stuteachers' groups have scheduled
talks next week with their superin- dents, teacher input, salaries and
fringe benefits, said Burton Herald
tendents to discuss pay raises.
Teachers' group leaders in Jr., president of the Breathitt CounBreathitt, Owsley and Lawrence ty Education Association.
Teachers are not threatening to
counties say they want a bigger
You can't set a hen in one morning
share of new funds generated by strike, Herald said, "not at the pre- and have chicken salad for lunch."
the state Education Reform Act. sent time." Although Breathitt
— George Humphrey
They all say strikes are possible if teachers received the minimum 10
percent raise under the educationthey are not heard.
In the past month, teachers in reform law, they want 15 percent,
Today's South saw two chances to
Boyd and Floyd counties have he said. '
get to dummy — one a sure thing,
received pay raises after striking.
Marvin Wilson, president of the the other a 50-50 shot. After the 50And in Pike County, teachers were Owsley County Education Associa- 50 shot failed, he overlooked a third
given the state's largest pay raise tion, said his group would meet chance — an oversight that was to
yet — 23 percent — by merely Tuesday night with Superintendent cost the game.
threatening to strike.
Ellis Rasner.
South ruffed the second spade,
"If you had told me this a year
Owsley teachers also want their ducking in dummy, and cashed his
ago, I wouldn't have believed it," pay increase boosted from 10 per- ace of trumps. Seeing the unavoidsaid Joy Arnold, a Kentucky Edu- cent to 15 percent this year, he able loss of three aces, he knew that
cation Association representative said. They also want another 10 success rested not only with finding
who lives in Louisville. "It seems percent pay raise next year.
the diamond ace with East, but also
to be contagious."
"Basically, we're looking for with managing to lead past East's
Much of the unrest appears to be equity in funding statewide for ace twice.
•
coming from eastern Kentucky --thildren and teachers," Wilson
South's first try to reach dummy
"where there's been financial said. "I think the consensus of was leading a club to dummy's jack.
neglect for years," said Charles teachers in Eastern Kentucky is This lost to the ace, and East reVice, executive director of the edu- that we're worth as mach as other turned a club. South won, led a
cation association.
teachers in the state. Teachers trump to dummy's king and led a diWhat's going on, said veteran doing the same job should get the amond from dummy. East ducked
and South's king won, but that was
Floyd County education activist same amount of pay."
Joyce Everly, is not so much greed
In Lawrence County, a teachers' the end of the dummy entries. South
as an awakening. Teachers have group plans several meetings with then drew the last trump,cashed his
finally realized that, united, they Superintendent Ted Kelley before a clubs and led a low diamond, hoping
have consickrable political and Sept. 17 meeting. They want a 10 to drop the ace. There was no luck
economic power in rural Kentucky percent raise increased to 18 there, and the defenders got four
tricks for one down.
counties, she said.
percent.
It was right to try to reach dum"Teachers put their careers on
"If we don't get a raise on the
the line," said William "Bud" 17th, we'll have a strike vote that my with the club jack. However.
Reynolds III, president of the Floy- week," said Ruth West, chairwo- when this failed, South had another
d County Education Association. man of salary committee. "They're 50-50 chance available. He should
"They were willing to stand up to scared to death we're going to have finessed to dummy's trump 10
to get the extra entry; that would
a political machine that has always strike."
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what we think of as "Lincoln's publications featuring "50 colorful
Spot" on the $5 bill; another $5 world banknotes of $10" — or
note offered a nude representation whatever. I found it hard to say
of Liberty conjuring lightning. "no" to such offers for long, espeWhat a fascinating artistic tradi- cially when I became a dealer as
tion! One could spend an exciting well as a collector. Most numislife studying and collecting such matists who enter this third stage
of the hobby soon develop a spetreasures.
Indeed, these bills, marvellous as cialty: mine is Russia.
they are, represent a mere .surface
Last of all — for me, at least —
of the world of U.S. paper money. came U.S. paper money. Ads
Banks printed their own money depicting the type of paper bills
before the Civil War, as did the mentioned above made me realize,
states. One could spend years if dimly, that Americans of earlier
enraptured —"and immersed — in times took beautiful paper currency
either field. Then there's paper cur- for granted. "I wonder what a 1901
rency from the American Revolu- $.10 bison note would
cost?" I
tion and the early federal period. asked at one point. I found
out —
Etc. Etc.
and bought it. From that point, for
Frankly, the world of U.S. coins me, there was no road
back.
is far simpler than the complex,
It's bad to be a dilettante, but
far-rauing realm of U.S. paper
monerhat may be an advantage it's wonderful to have diverse
for a new collector, of course. It's interests. Each field within a hobnot good for beginners to be over- by, if you take it seriously and appwhelmed just as their interest in ly yourself, enriches the other. The
collecting is beginning to form. It's best of popular music is quite
also true that gold and silver have a good, but I feel sorry for people
who like only pop tunes. Likewise
prestige and allure which paper can
for those who appreciate just the
never equal.
Like most numismatists m this high-brow .stuff. I got more out of
country, I entered the hobby as a the Beetles and the Rolling Stones
collector of American coins. Like 'because I knew and loved opera.
many, I quickly branched out into And vica versa. It's as simple —
world coins. Like a few, I then and basic — as that.
COMING NEXT: A two-part
slowly began to invest in select
foreign paper. The catalyst for such column entitled "American Paper
Money — Some Basic Facts."
transitions is often ads in coin

•Kind-to-your
Budget Price!
'Two cooling speeds
•Variable air direction
• Comfort Master"
thermostat
•5-year limited warranty
on compressor
•Pull-out side panels
for installation
•Washable air fitters

NORTH
*K 9 6 2
V K 107
•8 6 3
+J 42
WEST

EAST
•A 8 7 5 3
•5 4
• A 10 4
4A 6 5

•Q J 10

have allowed him to lead twice toward his diamond honors.
What if East had held the trump
jack? Then it would have been two
down instead of one, a small price to
pay for the best chance to make the
game.

9-3-A

V J 32
•J 9 7 2
+873

SOUTH
4
A Q 9 86
•K Q 5
•K Q 109
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
1
4V

-.West

Pass
Pas

North
2•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Spade queen
LEAD WITH THE ACES
9-3-B

South holds:
4 K J 10 5
•J 9 8 4 2
•Q J 10

+6
East
1 NT

South
Pass

West
3 NT

North
All pass

ANSWER: Heart four. Lead from
your five-card suit. It's probably the
best chance to beat three no-trump.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
il;i
k

18,500 BTU $429
22,500 BTU

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

641 South
Murray
753 2617

KeepTheGred.tCAI FeellniMilt.hGenuln•GM Par,.

$599

Some Used
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$225
We Service What We Sell'

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North
(Next to Coins AMC Jeep)

BOBBY WOLFF

759-1505

SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans
from'

17,800 to 29,000
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OPEN NOW UNTIL 8:00 P.M. ,
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Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

